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UAH students stage protest as Petty thefts at
Governor arrives in Huntsville UAH's Library
tion, or even expulsion.
The UAH campus police have some tips to help
you avoid becoming a victim of theft.
In recent weeks the uni· Always keep all propversity has been hit with erty within arms reach. It
only takes a few seconds
a string of petty thefts.
According to Officer for someone to walk away
Albino with the UAH Po- with your belongings.
lice Department, a theft
· Mark your property in
occurred at the library two a way that would distinweeks ago. An unsuspect- guish it from others like it.
ing student left his back- Officer Holloway, with the
pack unattended for a UAH Police Department,
brief period of time. suggests picking a page
When he returned, it was number in all your books
and writing a social secugone.
Originally, campus po- rity number, a favorite
lice suspected the thefts quote, or anything that
were being committed by would identify it as yours.
outside people but the
· Always be aware of
most recent incident has your surroundings. took
to see who is nearby. Ofproved otherwise.
On February 13, a stu- ficer Albino asks that student left his backpack un- dents call campus police if
attended in the University they see anyone suspiCenter, when he returned, cious lurking around camit was gone. The student's pus.
· Thieves know that
books were recovered at a
local bookstore, and the most students live out of
campus police were able backpacks. Carry only
to track down a suspect what you need, leave all
unnecessary cash or credit
using store records.
The suspect, a UAH cards at home.
student, admitted to sellStudents who are vicing the texts books, but tims of theft should notify
did not admit to stealing campus police immedithem. Because the suspect ately. Be sure to stay at the
is a student, he has not location until an officer
only had to face a warrant arrives. Campus police
for his arrest issued will alert maintenance
through the Madison crews and other staff.
County Courthouse, but Usually, a thief will disalso face consequences card the stolen backpack
outlined in university after sorting through it for
policy in the 2000-02 Stu- object deemed valuable.
Finally, if a student susdent Handbook.
In cases such as this pects another student is
one, the Judicial Board re- responsible for a theft or
views allegations and de- property, a formal comtermines the necessary plaint can be filed with
sanctions, if any. Accord- Toni Morgan, the Judicial
ing to Article VI in the Affairs Officer. The JudiCode of Student Conduct, cial Board will then repossible sanctions could view the complaint.
include a warning, restitu-

By Allison
Caputo
News Knter

By Paul
Lindgren
StaffEditor
UAH students gathered at Huntsville International Airport on Saturday, February 24 to
protest against unfair
budget cuts to colleges
and universities as Governor Don Siegelman
was scheduled to arrive
at the airport to receive
an award.
Over 150 demonstrators arrived at the airport
to demonstrate against
Siegelman's position on
shielding K-12 education
against reductions in
funding. The budget cuts
come as part of an education proration plan
Students protested at the Huntsville Airport Saturday night to show their
that
has
placed concern about the Governor's budget cuts. (Photo by Dauphne Rogers)
Alabama's higher education in a predicament out!"
voice will matter," said plane arrived, but the
comparable to the CaliDozens of students car- SGA legislator Eric governor was whisked
fornia power crisis.
ried signs reading "Save Koneicznay, "We repre- away in a black SuburStudents were already starving students, End sent students tonight from ban around the far end of
marching by 5 p.m., an- proration" and "Stabilize all over the state because the airport and avoided
they feel the same way as the rally.
ticipating the arrival of the budget."
Siegelman's plane. He
"Hopefully, Siegelman we do."
See Protest,
was scheduled to accept takes notice that students
Students were ready to
pages
a distinguished eco- are upset and that our receive Siegelman as his
nomic development
award at the airport for
his help in wooing
Toyota Motor Corp. to
Huntsville. Live media
coverage of the demonstration was provided bl
being organized by the capitol in time for the
ByJ. Caleb
all three major local netAlabama Higher Educa- scheduled rally. Those
Oanton
works.
tion Partnership in order interested in traveling
News Editor
The protesters were
to protest the current un- with UAH need to premostly composed of
der-funding of the state's register at the SGA office.
UAH students, but also
Supporters from all colleges and universities. Students attending the
included students from around the state are exStudents, faculty, and event will receive an ofAlabama A&M and Ath- pected to convene on the staff are encouraged to at- ficia I letter of excuse
ens State University. The steps of the Alabama tend the event. Transpor- from class.
students marched along Statehouse in Montgom- tation from UAH to MontFollowing the rally,
the airport terminal and ery on March 6 at 11 a.m. gomery is being provided. there will be a free lunch
could be heard chanting in order to rally support Buses will leave the UniSee Encouraged,
"Tax reform! " "Equal for the interests of higher versity Center at 7:15 a.m.
page4
cuts!" and "Don't sell us education. The event is in order to arrive at the

Higher Ed Day encouraged
as proration threatens UAH

-,
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SGA vocal about proration

Tech

ByJ. Caleb

talk

Oanton
News Editor

By Greg

Bacon
1Jtcltnology
HHter
Do you want to know an easy way to get rich?
Will Social Security even be around when it comes
time for you to quit work for good, kick back in
your easy chair, and play Canasta on Friday nights?
Everyone wants to get rich, so the former question
is a no-brainer. The answer to the latter question is
probably no, though, and that's why government
continues to force yoWlg workers to carry an unfair share of the nation's economic burden. People
in the "traditional student" age range SUCK when
it comes to living up to our duty to vote while nine
out of ten registered seniors vote at every opportunity. It's no wonder that seniors get all the attention, but that's another article in another section.
1he opponents of President Bush's proposed tax
cut like to point out that the wealthiest one percent
of Americans will receive a large portion of the total cut. Be that as it may, did you know that, in
terms of financial potential, younger people are
exponentially wealthier than older people? Of
course, it would be much nicer to be fifty and rich
than twenty and broke, but there's no reason, other
than death and taxes, that the broke twenty-yearold couldn't be at least as wealthy by the time he's

fifty.
Those of us who can remember back to fifth or
sixth grade can recall the simple lesson of compound interest. Say you have $100 in a savings account that earns interest at 5 percent annually. If
you don't touch it, the balance after a year will be
$105. The magic is that the process begins anew,
and your $100 deposit plus the $5 in interest continue to grow at 5 percent annually. After two years,
your balance will be $110.25, and after three yea.rs,
you'll be proud to have $115.76 in the bank. It's
easy to project the numbers. After one year, the
balance is $100 x 1.05. Thro years is ($100 x 1.05) x
1.05, and three is (($100 x 1.05) x 1.05) x 1.05. The
pattern is easy to see, but associativity and commutativity of multiplication of real numbers gives
a much nicer formula: $100 x (1.05 raised to the nth
power), where n is the number of years you let your
money grow. After fifty years, your balance will be
$1146.43.
Admittedlv, eleven hundred bucks isn't all that
impressive after fifty years, but it gets worse. For
one, Uncle Sam (he's really more like a mob boss,
so let's call him Don Sameone) is going to extort
his cut every year. Then there's inflation, the force
that erodes the purchasing power of your money
over time.
When you throw in taxes and 4 percent inflation, your money ($1146.43) will be worth $135 in
today's dollars. Ouch.
Earlier, I mentioned that young people are exponentially wealthier in tenns of potential. There
are a few obvious ways to increase your end balance. You can start with a laier initial deposit and
continue to augment it over tune. You can find an
account that bears interest at a higher rate. The way
to really juice your bottom line is to let your money
grow for longer periods of time. Most of you reading this article have at least thirty years before retirement. RETIRE?! Yes, you read correctly. The
earlier you start planning and sa\·ing for retirement,
the better off you'll be and the less likely you'll be
to depend on Mama Government to provide for you
and your family in the twilight years.
Almost any decent benefits plan will include
40l(k) or its cousin 403(b). A 401(k} plan lets you
take a set portion of your paycheck, deposit it in an
account in your name, and invest in the stock market. "Aren't there already enough deductions from
my paycheck?" you're probably thinking. The ben-

See Bacon,, a e 5

The SGA Assembly,
comprised of both the
House of Representatives
and the Senate, met Monday night, February 26
and approved a resolution
that officially voices the
SGA's disapproval of the
funding situation of
higher education within
Alabama.
The resolution expresses SCA's disappointment with the potential
increase in cuts lo higher
education aimed at shielding K-12 from the effects
of proration. The resolution also articulates SGA's
d iscon tenlmen t with Governor Don Seigelman's
proposed budget for the
next fiscal year, which
would fund higher education at the currently pro-

rated level, giving higher
education none of the expected growth revenues.
Furthermore, the resolution voiced concerns over
the current funding
scheme for the Education
Trust Fund, which is
funded mainly by sales
tax.
The approved resolution ultimately makes the
recommendation that
Seigelman and/ or the
state legislature give
higher education onethird of the expected
$114,500,000 in revenue
growth for the next fiscal
year. Additionally, the
resolution recommends
that state officials consider
tax reform within the slate
that would "provide the
ETF with a more reliable
revenue stream while also
shifting the tax burden in
Alabama off of our poorest citizens." According to

the resolution, the s tate
should consider such revenues as property taxes in
order to achieve these
ends .
"I hope it [the resolution} will be taken in the
manner it's intended ,
which is our recommendation as to what action
should be taken," said
SGA Vice President Geof
Morris.
Though the resolution
passed with near-unanimity, there were some concerns over details.
Namely, Graduate Senator
Greg Bacon expressed his
disagreement with the
resolution's advocacy to
increase property taxes.
"The idea of shifting state
revenue away from sales
tax to property tax carries
the illusion of having no
effect on students who
aren't property owners,"
said Bacon "The reality

behind the illusion being
that land lords of students
w iII pass O[I to them the
hike in property taxes."
Passage of the Assembly resolution is the latest
in a line of SGA responses
to the on-going controversy s urrounding proration. On February 22, the
SGA Senate passed a similar resolution demanding
that state officials seek
funding solutions other
than simply cutting the
budget of higher education. The Senate resolution was passed in a special session last Thursday
night after learning of
Cu rcu it Judge Tracy
McCooey's court decision
that K-12 cannot be prorated, effectively threatening to place the financial
burden of proration

See SGA,
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Across the Campus
Are you planning to attend the prorallon rally on March 5 or
Higher Education Day on March 6? Why or why not?

Photos by Dauphne Rogerl

Franz
Mentor

Geo£
Monis

Nick
Hughes

Ambrey
''Bob"

Senior
Business
Management

Junior
Mechanical
and Aerospace
Engineering

Junior

Watkins

"Yes. I think to be an informed student is important. I am concerned
about this issue even
though I am graduating."

"Yes. As one of the speakers, I feel that there will be
relevant information
about proration [provided} that students may
not be aware of. It's a
great way for students to
get informed."

"Yes. It's important because it's our money, and
we need tobeheretostake
a claim concerning what's
most important to our fuLure."

FLIT

Senior
Computer
Engineering
"Yes. I' m planni ng to
come. It's important for
students to come aocl protect their futures."

Women's Communiry Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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Dr. Clarke Rountree named Union Grove Scholar

being

By Carter Garza

dents
n the

News Writer

es.''

Chair and Associate
Professor of Communication Arts Dr. Clarke
Rountree will be honored
at the second annual
Union Grove Scholar ceremony this Friday, March
2 from 1 to 3 p.m. in the
Union Grove Gallery.
The ceremony is a forum discussion of Dr.
Rountree's "Instantiating
'The Law' and Its Dissents
Dr. Carlee Rountree will
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be honored at the Union
Grove Scholar ceremony
this Friday. (Photo by
Dauphne Rogers)
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SGA, continued from page 2
ruary 22 edition efThe Exponent, the News Editor reported, "Furthermore, the
Senate reso/11/ion [passed on
February 22/ requested that
the university discontinue
its contract with tire current
food service provider of the
cafeteria. " However, that request was quol(lied in thefollowing manner: "Foiling the
above [that the problems in
tire cafeteria are rect(lied by
Editor's note: In the Feb- the current food provider/,

wholly upon higher education funding.
Commenting upon the
passage of the Senate resolution, Graduate Senator
Matt Turner said, " I think
that Judge McCooey's ruling is not a feasible solution. Asking higher education to bear the entire
burden would cripple
higher education in the
s tate."

The Senate requests that tire
University discontinue its
business relationship with
the currentfood service provider. " Tire resolution can be
viewed online at thefollowing address:
http://
sga.uah.edu/4rchives/legislative/sena te/resolu tion s/
OJ.shim/

exponent.
uah.edu
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In Korematsu v. United
States: A Dramalistic
Analysis of Judicial Discourse," an exploration of
the 1944 court case between a Japanese-American who was confined to
an internment camp during World War II and the
government that imprisoned him based on his
race.
The Union Grove
Scholar ceremony is an
open forum for students
and faculty to discuss the
merits of Dr. Rountree's
argument, which was
published in the prestigious Quarterly Journal of
Speech this month. The

discussion is open lo all minute responses by
who choose to attend.
Dauphne Rogers, Robyn
The Humanity Center Frame, and Interim Chair
Standards Committee of Political Science Dr. Roy
chooses the Union Grove Meek. A 90-minute open
Scholar from a list of forumtodiscussthecourt
nominees. The ceremony case, the paper, and the
celebrates the merits of a views of the participants
single essay of 25 pages or will follow the responses.
less.
UAH student
Interested parties will
Dauphne Rogers nomi- have the opportunity to
naled Dr. Rountree. Cop- view the film Rabbit In tire
ies of Dr. Rounlree's essay Moon on Thursday and
are available at all Liberal • Friday. prior to the forum.
Arts offices and at the The movie is a period film
Humanities Center for re- about the intern camps
view.
that held many JapaneseThe ceremony will con- Americans during the Secsist of a brief summary of ond World War. The viewthe article by Dr. Rountree, ing of the film is free to the
followed by three 10- public.
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Poet Dr. Kelly Cherry to give public reading
By Jennifer Hill
News miter
Dr. Kelly Cherry, the
Eminent Scholar of UAH's
Humanities Center, is giving a reading from one of
her original works and
leading a discussion in
Roberts Recital Hall on
Thursday, March 8 at 7:15
p.m. A reception will follow the reading, and the
event is free to students

and the general public.
Dr. Cherry has served
as the Eminent Scholar of
the UAH Humanities
Center since Fall Semester
of 1999. Since the beginning of her stay, Dr. Cherry
has taught with a zest and
enjoyment that is evident
by her extended stay into
the Spring Semester of
2001.
Possessing the national
and interna tional titles of

Cherry has received
poet, fiction writer, essayist, critic, and translator, numerous awards for her
Cherry has multiple works such as the Hanes
works to her name. She is Prize (1989), which was
the author of over twenty given by the Fellowship of
books, including TlteSoci- Southern Writers, and the
ety ofFriends, a collection Bradley Major Achieveof short stories set in ment Award (2000) from
Madison, Wisconsin. the Council for Wisconsin
Some of her published Writers.
Dr. Cherry recently renovels include: /11 tlte Wink
tired
from her position as
ofnn Eye, My L(le and Dr.
Joyce Brotlrers, and Augusta the Eudora Welty Professor of English and EvjuePlayed.

Bascom Professor in the
Humanities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Presently here al
UAH, Cherry continues to
leach English 311 /511 Poetry Writing. She also
gives writing workshops
and conducts public readings of her work.
The UAH Roberts Recital I !all public reading
on March 8 is one of the
many public readings that

Kelly will havecondlldfd
duringherstay. Thewon
C herry will be reading
from is unknown but this
event is greatly antidpa led by students, faculty,
and the public alike.
For more informatim
regarding this event, call
824-2369.

Mark Twain and U.S. Presidency'1 at Honors Forum

11

By Matt Stokes
News miter
On March 8, the UAH
Honors Forum will be
sponsoring, "Mark Twain
and the U.S. Presidency,"
an analysis and lecture of
presidential humor as
seen through the eyes of
one of America's greatest
writers.
The lecture will be held
in room 200 of Morton
Hall at 11 a.m. and will be

open to the public. No
admission fee will be
charged.
Lecturing will be guest
speaker Dr.JanJ. Younger,
Professor of Communications and Theater Arts and
Associate Dean of the
Honors Program at
Heidelberg College in
Tuffin, Ohio.
The presentation will
be comprised of presidential humor as echoed by
Mark Twain. "Twain is a

world-acclaimed writer of
funny-serious-American-to-the-bone stories
that have withstood the
test of time. It is the purpose of this presentation
to focus on Mark Twain
and his observations concerning individual U.S.
presidents; to analyze contemporary president's use
of Twain's humor, and
present a historical perspective of Twain's humor
and its impact on the

study of presidential humor," Younger said. " In
American society, political
humor is reflected in the
climate of the times."
"Historically," Younger
said, "Adalbert J. Vokk's
pen attacked Abraham
Lincoln with vicious cartoons, while Will Rogers
amicably quipped about
Franklin Roosevelt." Today, DanAykrod's images
of President Ford and
Chevy Chase's images of

President Carter still fill
our minds. Saturd ay
Night Live thrives on
presidential humor.
"Obviously, Twain 's
span of humor was much
larger," said Younger.
"Early glimpses of President Lincoln and Johnson
are found; while cartoons
depicting
President
Clinton and Vice-President Gore aboard a raft in
the Mississippi provide
insights as lo the relevance

and lasting impact of
Twain's imagery."
The presentation will
include slides, explanations, and insights intothr
vis u a 1 arts that reflect
Twain and the presidency.
For more information
on Younger's UAH Honors Forum presentaticxl.
please call (256) 82~.

cation from the effects of
proration. On Thursday,
February 22, Circuit Judge
Tracy McCooey sided
with the plaintiffs and
ruled that K-12 could not
be prorated. In effect, the
ruling, unless overturned
by the Supreme Court or
the Legislature, threatens
to prorate higher education by as much as 28 percent for this fiscal year in
order to prevent K-12 from
losing any funding. Potentially, such high proration could lead to faculty
and staff layoffs and substantial tuition hikes for
Alabama's public colleges
and universities.
Local supporters of
Higher Education Day
event complain that the
recent activity on the part

of SiegeIman is contrary to
the interests of higher ed uca tion. The governor's
initial budget proposal for
the next fiscal year designates funding for higher
education al the current
prorated level, while giving K-12 approximately
$114,500,000 above the
current, prorated level.
According to Geof
Morris, SGA Executive
Vice-President, the current
budget proposal for next
year is unfair insofar as
higher education will receive none of the $98 million in expected revenue
growth. At present, the
governor's budget proposal allots all of that
growth to K-12. Morris
argued that higher education should receive at least

one-third of the expected
growth for next fiscal year.
"The relative ratio of
two-thirds going to K-12
and community colleges
and one-third going to
higher education is a good
balance between the needs
of the two groups," said
Morris.
Com men ting on the
importance of the I lighE>r
Education Day event, Gordon Stone, Executive Director of the Higher Education Partnership, expressed his concern by
saying, "Too much is at
slake for the state lo languish near the bottom of
the barrel in funding. "
"Low faculty salaries, outof-reach tuition, and old
facilities do not measure
up."

According to Stone,
"For the state of Alabama
to reach its economic deve lopmen t potenli~l, for
business to meet therremployment goals, and•~
young people lo ex1>4:nence a high quality of life.
we must address the funding shortfalls !n. higher
ed ucation. Prov1dlllg~
third of the growth mont)'
in the Education Tru5I
Fund is a good start.".
Morris said, "I think
s tudents need to show
their support for higher
lfwt
.
education fun d tng.
have this huge ra 11Y
planned and only fiveSIUdenls show up, what
sage does that send ,,.
people in Montgomery,

Encouraged, continued from page 1
for those in attendance.
That afternoon, there will
be a job fair at the Montgomery Civic Center
hosted by the Business
Council of Alabama with
over 300 businesses represented.
"This event is one way
students can directly impact their future," said
SGA President James
Kodrowski. "By showing
up in large numbers, students can affect the quality of their education."
The I ligher Education

Day rally comes in the
midst of a developing controversy currently s urrounding educational
funding within the state.
just last month, Governor
Don Siegelman prorated
the state's funding of
higher education by a total of 6.2 percent. Stirring
further heated debate, the
Alabama Association of
School Boards, Mobile
County, and Pike County
filed a joint lawsuit supported by Siegelrnan in an
effort to shield K-12 edu-

ASTHMA
Volunteers needed to participate in a
clinical research study to evaluate the
effectiveness and safety of an investigational
oral medication for the treatment of asthma.
Participants must:
Be 19-70 years of age
Have a diagnosis of asthma
for at least 6 months
Be, otherwise, in good health
Be a non smoker
Study requires 8 weekly office visits. Study
related medical care (including physical
exams, laboratory evaluations, pulmonary
function testing, and EKG's) and study medications will be provided to eligible participants. Compensation for time & travel.

For more information call:
nToucb Research, 256-539-4122
or e-mail:
ksmith@ntouchresearch.com

0:

--World Premier 1999 Sundance Film Festival

Rabbit in the Moon
As a.prelude of the Union Grove Dialogue on March 2, the

Humarutes Center ~resents the award winning film Rabbit ill t/11
Moon
• effects of
. .-, A memou
.
.of two sisters and the 1·1ngenng
Amenca s po1icy of mternment for Japanese-Americans durinS
World War II.

Thursday
March 1, 2001
Roberts Hall, room 412
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Help listen for ET at home with SETI@Home
By James
Doggrell
Online Editor
If you have seen Contact, Tile Arrival, or other
movies about humans receiving a radio message
from space, then you are
somewhat familiar with
SETI. Have you ever wondered if there is any intelligent life out there in
space? SETI, the Search
for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence, wonders this, and
is listening with giant _radio telescopes in the hopes
of finding a message, and
you can help.
SETI scans the sky with
radio telescopes that listen
to so many frequencies
that they collect a mind-

boggling amount of data.
More data than they are
capable of processing.
Since they lack the computing power to find a signal, they have started a
public program called
SETI@Home. This is a
simple program that
downloads data packets
from the SETI@Home
server and processes them
on home user's machines.
This
has
allowed
SETI@Home to have
much more computing
power to process their
data.
How much computing
power are we talking
about? IBM'sASCI White,
the most powerful computer in the world, is
rated at 12 TeraFLOPs and

costs $110 million.
SETl@Home currently
gets about 15 TeraFLOPs
and has cost $SOOK so far.
Thal is a difference of
3,000,000,000,000 Floating
Point Operations per Second (3 TeraFLOPs).
The program uses your
Internet connection to
download data packets
and then processes them
when your screen saver is
on, while you are not using your computer. These
packets take more than
one hundred hours to be
processed on a home PC,
but with almost three million people participating
and 562,340 years of computer time donated, the
project is moving along
rather well.

SETI listens to the stars at Aracibo, home of the largest radio telescope on Earth.
(Photo courtesy of the NAIC - Arecibo Observatory, a facility of the NSF.)

If you would like to
participate, learn more
about the program, or find

out some more mind-boggling statistics then surf
over
to
http://

Donate used car to National Kidney Foundation
from such illnesses as kidney and urinary tract diseases. 1n addition, donations can be written off as
tax deductions.
Donating is simple.
Potential donors can contact the National Kidney
Foundation by calling 1800-488-CARS (2277). The
Foundation will then send
a packet in the mail. The
packet includes a self-ad-

dressed envelope for do- Seventy percent of the
nors to mail their signed proceeds go directly totitle and odometer reading ward assisting the enstatement to the Founda- deavors of the National
Kidney Foundation.
tion.
The National Kidney
When the packet is received, the Foundation Foundation is a voluntary
will make further arrange- health agency committed
men ts concerning free to preventing kidney and
pick-up of the donated car. urinary tract related illUltimately, the donated nesses, improving the well
vehicles will be sold at being of those already afauction or parted out. fected by such diseases,

and increasing the accessibility of transplantation
organs.
For more information
about the National Kidney
Foundation or how to become a vehicle donor, call
1-800-488-CARS (2277) or
go online at www.
kidney.org.

that cuts to K-12 funding
is unconstitutional.
Afterwards, students
retired to the University
Center to plan further action against Montgomery
and discuss the repercussions of Saturday night's
demonstration.
The protest followed a
Thursday
decision
handed down by Montgomery Circuit Judge
Tracy McCooey that ruled
in favor of a lawsuit for-

warded by the Alabama
Association of School
Boards and others.
Siegelman has openly
aligned himself on the
side of Paul Hubbert and
the Alabama school
boards. If the ruling stands
and is not challenged by
the Legislature, it could
mean up to 28 percent proration for higher education this year and 20%
next year.
Commenting on the

success of the protest, SGA
External Affairs Officer
Dale Jobes said, " It is not
like we left violently, but
we left with civility. It
makes them look bad,
which all leads back to
Siegelman."
SGA will be hosting a
rally on Monday, March 5
prior to Higher Education
Day when students travel
to Montgomery on March
6 and bring their concerns
straight to the capital. The

rally will be held at 8 p.m.
in Room 131 of the University Center. Students
are encouraged to attend
Monday's rally to learn
more about proration and
how it will affect their futures if nothing changes in
the treatment of higher
education. The ways in
which students can get involved and support
higher education will also
be discussed.

efit is that Don Sameone
can only extort his cu t
when you make withdrawals, so your money
grows on a tax-deferred
basis! (Remember how
dramatically taxes ate into
the previous example?) lt
gets better: good benefits
plans include an employer
match where your boss
kicks in some percentage
of your contribution up to
a certain limit. Put simply,
this is FREE MONEY!
Plus, by taking out money
before taxes (and before it
hits your bank accountyou'll never miss it),
you've reduced the income
that you have to report to
the Don and reduced your

Let's do an example. companies, has grown at Security where you can
Say you finally get your an average yearly rate of 11 pay in your whole life and
degree and land a job for percent. Assuming that never get a dime back.
401(k) isn't all roses. If
$30,000 a year. You put 5 this holds up and that you
percent of your salary into invest your money in a de- you withdraw your money
401(k) and your employer cent S&P 500 index fund, before age 59-1 /2, you pay
matches 3 percent. If you you'll have nearly $2 mil- taxes on the withdrawal
never get a raise, your lion (half a million of and, oh by the way, twenty
money will be worth about today's dollars) in your percent of your with$166,000 or about $83,000 401(k) when it comes time drawal becomes a soft
of today's dollars after to retire! This example is money contribution to
tax-and-spend
thirty years. After forty unrealistic because you some
liberal's
re-election
camyears, you'll have $305,000 probably wouldn't be able
or $117,000 of today's dol- to make it on $30k per year paign. When you go on
la rs. This example as- after thirty years, but the interviews, ask about the
sumes 4 percent inflation typical UAH alumnus will company's401(k) plan and
and the same 5 percent in- probably start out with a its match. When you start
terest. An investment that much better salary and re- that first job, start contribonly earns 5 percent annu- ceive at least one or two uting to 401(k) as soon as
ally over forty years is raises over the course of a you can; the longer you
pretty crappy. Historically, career. All of this is guar- wait, the smaller the expothe S&P 500, an index of anteed to go to you or your nent in the interest for-

jobs, keep your money
working for you instead of
giving it to Don Sarneone
(who's going to take more
of your money than he deserves anyway); roll it over
into your new employer's
401(k) plan or into an In-

dividual Retirement Account (IRA). When you're
kick.in' it on your island in
the Caribbean, feel free to
send me a check for pointing you in the right direction.

income tax.

America's 500 biggest

ByJ. Caleb
Clanton
News Editor
New Year's resolutions
can be difficult to maintain. By the time March
rolls around, many of the
hopeful resolutions have
already fallen by the wayside.
Now there's a not-sonew-year's resolution that

doesn't require the patch
or cutting back on fatty
foods. Besides, it's not
near-to- impossible to
keep. The National Kidney Foundation is requesting donations of used cars
for their Alabama's Kidney Cars Program.
Money raised from the
donation of vehicles is
used to help Alabama residents who are suffering

Protest, continued from page 1
Airport security and
Huntsville police broke up
the demonstration shortly
thereafter. Protestors were
asked to vacate the premises. Because there was
short notice on the
governor 's arrival in
Huntsville, there was not
ample time to secure a permit to protest on the property. Students lingered for
sometime afterwards until SGA President James
Kodrowski was escorted

off the grounds by authorities.
"AEA has a lot of
money and [Siegelman] is
doing whatever Paul
Hubbert wants him to
do," said SGA Vice-President Geof Morris, one of
the principal organizers of
the
demons tration.
Teacher lobbyi st Paul
Hubbert is the major impetus behind the Alabama
school boards' lawsuit
against the state, arguing

Bacon, continued from page 2
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Charger
Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATIILETICS

Ice Hocke
Record: 20-10-1 15-4-1 in CHA

Men's Basketball
Record: 19-7 9-5 in GSC
UAH 82 Lincoln Memorial 65
03/02 vs. Henderson Stale in Tu

lo MS

Women's Basketball
Rec rd: 12-14 7-9 in
Lincoln Memorial 81, UAH 75

Baseball
UAH 7, Missouri-St. Louis 6
UAH 11 Missouri-St. Louis 5
03/01 vs. Oakland City (DH) at 4:00 p.m.
at oe Davis Stadium
03/02 vs. Quincy at 5:00 p.m. at Joe Davis Stadium
03/03 vs. Ohio Dominican al 7:30 p.m.
in Panama Ci FL
03/04 vs. Marietta (DH) at 11:00 a.m.
in Panama Ci FL
03/06 vs. Alabama A&M at 2:00 p.m.
at Mastin Lake Park

Softball
UAH 3 West Florida 2
UAH 5 Valdosta State 2
Valdosta State 2 UAH 1
Florida Southern 0
0

By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer
There was a time not
too long ago when it
seemed like the Chargers'
great start would be overshadowed by mid-season
doldrums. All that is a
memory now, with a split
of Findlay on the road, the
Chargers have clinched
the top seed in the College
Hockey America Tournament. While the series
would eventually see the
Chargers reach the Promised Land, from the beginning it almost looked like
the season finale would
end up being their epitaph.
On Friday night, the
Chargers were unable to
fend off the home standing Oilers and suffered
their first ever defeat at the
hands of Findlay. The
Chargers though were
undaunted after their 5-4
overtime loss.

Air Force beat Niagara,
which allowed UAH to
clinch first place. Then on
Saturday, the Chargers rebounded to shutdown the
Oilers 4-0. The Chargers
finished the regular season with a 20-11-1 record
overall and 15-4-1 in the
CHA.
ln the series opener, the
Chargers could not hang
onto a 4-2 advantage in
the third period Behind 10 in the first period, Jessi
Otis tied the game on a
power play goal at 6:00.
Findlay would reclaim the
lead on a goal by Jeff Seeds
and held onto a 2-1 lead at
the end of the first stanza.
Early in the second period,
Tyler Butler tied the game
at two-all with a goal at
12:15. The score remained
tied into the third period
when the defenses of both
teams became a liability.

See Hockey,
pages

..
Ryan McCormack is one of four seniors that look ID

provide the leadership necessary to clai.JD the
Conference Hockey America Tournament thl•
weekend at the Von Braun Center. (Photo by DIDDJ
Parker)

Sweet revenge for Chargers
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
On homecoming weekend earlier this month,
Lincoln Memorial ventured into Spragins Hall
and came out with an upset victory over the nationally-ranked UAH Chargers. This past Saturday,
UAH traveled up to
Harrogate, Tenn., to tangle
once again with Lincoln
Memorial.
This time, it would be
a different story. Gulf
South Conference Player
of the Year candidate Joe
Smith poured in 29 points
as UAH beat up on Lin-

coin Memorial 82-65 at the
Tex Turner Arena.
UAH improved its
record to 19-7 overall and
finished the regular season with a 9-5 mark in
GSC Eastern Division
Play.
LMU finished its season with a record of 9-17
overall and 5-9 in the GSC.
UAH led 41-32 at the
end of the first half. At the
onset of the second half
the Railsplilters outscored
UAH 26-20 to pull within
to 61-58 with just under
seven minutes left on
Deangelo
Johnson's
jumper.
ln what has been a re-

occurring theme for VAIi
UAH once again, as
all year, once again, they they have shown in their
halted the run from their fou r-game
winning
opposition and went on a streak, used a run in ~
run of their own to exact second half of the conies
· ht
revenge
on
the to break open a Ilg
Railsplitters.
game. UAI I outscored
Smith began the run LMU 21-7 in the latter
with a 3-pointer at the six- stages of thesecond half to
minute mark that gave win 82-65.
red
UAI I a 64-58 lead. After
Kyle Copeland sco
·th 14
another Johnson basket a season high wt
lk
closedthemarginto64-60, points. Anthony Poe
th
Fred McGinnis drained added 11 points off
home a 3-pointer that re- bench.
built UAH's lead back up
The C harger defense
to seven. Then Smith's was once again tough,~
jumper made the score 69- they held the leagues
60 with under five min- leading score r, Jirn;Y
utes left in the contest. Miller to ~1 poinl~ille~
The game was for all set eleven points by . seaand purposes done at that were twelve below h!S
point. LMU would not son average (23.4
close the margin to single
Mark Padgett led
11
digits for the remainder of with 14 points and
rethe game.
bounds.
ver
O
The UAH seniors
UAH's victory
2
scored the next five points LMU wrapped up_a
of the game (two free seed for them 10
1
throws by Harold 1lorton week's GSC tournarn~n ·
8
and another three-point UAH will play defeo<llJ\
51
d rson ·•
play by Smith), which champion Hen e
the
gave UAH a commanding the No. 3 seed ~r~rn Fri·
74-60 lead one minute GSCWestem div 15ion,
later (at the four minute day in Tupelo, Miss.
mark).
fol
Saevar Sigurmund.sson and Zach earpente~ go~
a rebound in a game against Lincoln :MeinonaL
by D;IJU)y Parker)
'

PP&u

lntramurals
Floor

Hockey lays claim to No. 1 seed

- Peb. 25
eroes6
aNu3

Coagratalatlom to Pi Kappa Alpha for winning
the 2001 Intramural Floor Hockey Championship
by edging Sigma Na Win the final& Pi Kappa

Alpha knocked off the two tea.ma with the best
regular seuon record.a in order to claim their
crown. Thanb to everyone who ~dpated and
~elped out this teUOl\.
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Gates, Guadalupe lead Chargers;
Baseball riding eight-game streak
By Danny Parker
Sports Editor
Even though rain
washed yet another game
off of the UAH Baseball
schedule, the Chargers
stiJl managed to get in two
games against MissouriSt. Louis of the Great
Lakes Valley Conference
this past Sunday, February
25, at Joe Davis Stadium.
Head coach Bobby
Pierce and company were
obviously pleased to get
the doubleheader in as
UAH added two more
wins to their total. With
the two victories, the
fourth-ranked Chargers
improved their overall
record to 8-1.
The top of the Charger
batting order led the assault on the pitching staff
of the UMSL Rivermen.
All-America candidate
David Gates, Wes Long
and Hector Guadalupe
and each had four hits in
the two games combined.
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Altogether, the trio drove
in 10
on the day.
UAH7,UMSL6
The Chargers almost
dropped their first game
of the 2001 season at home
against USML as five de-

runs

fensive errors crippled the
team's chances of pulling
out a victory.
However, this year' s
team seems lo battle the
entire games as much or
more than any other UAH

See Baseball,
page14

Davis gets 500th strikeout in
win over Florida Southern
By Renea

n, as

All-American candidate David Gates belted two
homeruns this past weekend in the doubleheader
sweep of Missouri-St. Louis. (Photo by Danny Parker)

team of the past as they
overcame their defensive
woes to claim the victory
late in the game.
The teams battled backand-forth for most of the
game as the two squads
were knotted at six going
into the bottom half of the
eighth.
A Philip Donaldson
single moved Guadalupe
into scoring position after
Guadalupe walked with
one out in the inning. That
set the stage for Gates to
show USML what all the
fuss is about as he drove
in Guadalupe with a
double.
Gates had one of his
best games ever as a
Charger as he belted two
homeruns to go with the
double for a 3-for-5 performance with four runs
driven in.
Four pitchers took to
the mound to try and shut

Harrison
Sports Writer
Last weekend was the
first ever GSC/SSC Crossover Tournament. The
Charger Softball team participated in this tournament which was held in
Valdosta, Ga., and featured four teams from
each of the two conferences in the South Region.
Florida Southern, who
finished second in the region last year, was the first
Charger opponent. When
the game began, it looked
like it would be a complete pitching duel. Lane
Davis was on the mound
for UAH, and Keltie
Christian took the start for
Florida Southern. The
first few innings went fast,
as most of the batters from
both teams fell victim to
strikeouts.
Things finally began to
tum around for the Chargers, however. They used
four walks, six hits, and
three Lady Moccasin errors to get the win. The
final score was 5--0.
Kristi Braverman was
2-for-4 and had four of the
Ch~ger's RBl's in the 5-0

shutout. Audrey Williams
was responsible for the
fifth
Charger
RBI.
Melanie Carter was 2-for3 at the plate, and scored
three times.
Even after her team put
some runs on the board,
Davis continued to wreak
havoc on the Lady Moe's
lineup. She finished the
game with 16 strikeouts,
which tied her own UAH
record for strikeouts in a
single game. Davis also
notched her 500th career
strikeout in the win.
"I'm excited about the
500 strikeouts, but I'm
even more excited that we
got the win against
Florida Southern," Davis
said. "Striking out 500
batters is a milestone that
any pitcher would like to
reach, but beating a team
that ended your season
the year before is much
sweeter."
BanyS, UAH1
Barry University was
the second Charger opponent in the tournament.
Once again, UAH had a
problem putting runs on
the board. That problem
can be expected, however,
considedt\g that the
Chargers were only able to

scratch out four hits in the
game. Barry capitalized
on the quiet Charger bats
and nine hits of their own
to take the win 5-1.
Davis, Amber Fuller,
and Erica Miller split time
on the mound. Fuller took

the loss, her second of the
season . Shannon Sims
had two hits and the only
Charger RBI.
UAH 1~ Tampa 0

Highlands United
Methodist Church

See Strikeout,
pages
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3921 Broadmor Rd
Huntsville, AL 35810
859-0160
http://home.hiwaay.net;-humc
email: humc@h1waay.net
Dr. Roderick Morgan, Pastor
~

Sunday School 9:30am
Fellowship Time 10:30am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00am

Monthly
1st saturday Coffeehouse 6pm
Good food, hot & cold drinks, digital music,
board & card games!
Directions
From UAH go east on Sparkman and turn right
on Brookline and another right on Broadmor Rd.
The church 1s located on the left hand side.
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Sports Editor
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Title's npe for
the pickin'
The Gulf South Conference Tournament begins
this weekend in Tupelo, Miss. The event will mark
the first time for the tournament to be played on a
neutral court.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
01argers have a legitimate shot at winning the
tournament.
Of the seven other teams in the GSC Tournament, the Chargers have played four in games this
season. UAH has defeated each of those opponents at least once with the exception of West Georgia. West Georgia (20-6, 11-3 in GSC) took two
victories over UAH this season by a grand total of
four points.
Although new faces speckle the roster, the
<..nargers have an appearance in last year's GSC
Tournament and NCAA Tournament to their credit
if post-season experience is a question. Team
leader, AII-GSC performer and potential AllAmerican Joe Smith looks to lead his troops to their
first GSC Tourney Championship.
The Chargers definitely possess the talent necessary lo win the tourney. Before their mid-season slump that included a four-game losing streak
and a loss on f lomecoming to one of the worst
teams in the GSC, the Ch.1rgers climbed the national rankings to No. 8.
A consistent blend of fresh new talent and last
year's seasoned veterans make this team slightly
more deep at numerous positions on the floor than
the 1999-00 Chargers.
Prospects of receiving a bid to the NCAA Tournament also fringe on the Chargers' performance
in Tupelo.
"We will likely need to either make it to the finals or win the tournament to have a legitimate
shot," UAH head coach Lennie Acuff said.
I seriously doubt that the Men in Blue will be
pondering the NCAA's when they get to Mississippi. Thoughts of a GSC title are sure to be dancing through the players' heads like XFLCheerleaders at a halftime show.
UAH draws two-time defending champion
Henderson State (17-9, 11-5 in GSC) in the opening round. It will be up to the Chargers to put an
end to the threat of HSU becoming the first team
ever to win three consecutive GSC Champion-

ships.
Smith, this week's GSC East Division Player of
the Week and the rest of the Chargers, will have to
attempt to shut down one of the premier players
in the conference. HSU's Niki Arinze is averaging over 20 points per game and was named this
week's GSC West Division Player of the Week.
Arinze also leads the conference in rebounding (9.9
rpg.} and is among the GSC leaders in field goal
percentage and blocked sl\ots.
U the Otargers can manage to contain Arinze,
their chance for moving on in the tournament
greatly increase. Yet, the Reddies are riding high
at the moment as they won seven of their last eight
games to earn a trip to Tupelo.
The Chargers are riding a four-game winning
streak of their own into town.
Both teams played spectacularly in their regular season finales. UAH avenged an earlier loss
by drubbing Lincoln Memorial in Harrogate,
Tenn., by a score of 82-65. The Reddies pummeled
Central Arkansas 78-50.
Look. for this contest to. be one for the books.
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Women's Basketball end season with road loss
By Keith Conrad

son with a 12-14 record
overall and 7-9 in the GSC.
Sports Writer
Lincoln Memorial will
It was certainly a sea- go into the GSC tournason of peaks and valleys ment as the top seed in the
for the Lady Chargers this East Division with 21-5
year. UAH was hopeful of overall record and a 12-4
a Gulf South Conference conference mark.
Tournament berth until
The Lady Chargers
the end, but lost their sea- found themselves in a 4Sson finale 81-75 to Lincoln 34 hole al halftime. LMU
Memorial. The Lady had led by as much as 16
Chargers finished the sea- early in the second half
anl appeared to be on
LaDasha Tompkins had
their way to an easy vic12 points and nine
tory. Karra Jackson gave
rebounds in the Lady
LMU a 50-34 lead on a
Chargers' final game of
layup with 18:48 left.
the season in Harrogate,
LMU led 64-49 when
Tennessee,
against
Lincoln
Memorial. UAH made one last late
(Photo by Danny Parker) run.

The Lady Chargers
went on a 21-7 run to trim
down the Lincoln Memorial lead to a single point.
A jumper by Ilisha Jarrett
cut the LMU lead to 71-70
with just 2:19 lefl.
LMU would go up 7370 on a pair of free throws
by Jackson. Thompkins
pulled UAH back to
within one with a jumper
to make the score 73-72
with only 1:33 left. Cox
then hit a 3-pointer lo give
LMU a 76-n lead with just
over a minute left.
Thompkins made one free
throw with 32 seconds left
to cut the lead to 76-73, but
that was as close as the

Lady Chargers would get.
Kim Young led the
C'hargers with 16 points.
La Dasha Tompkins had 12
points and nine rebounds.
Katie Cunningham also
added 10 points for UAH.
Ashley Cox led LMU
v-:ith a game-high 23
points. She shot 8 of 10,
including 4 for 4 from 3point range.

the Chargers finally
showed up. They used a
walk, a sacrifice bunt, and
three hits to put three
more runs on the board.
Valdosta was shutdown in
the bottom half of the inning, and UAH took the 52 victory.
Davis took the win for
the Chargers. She threw
eight innings, and gave up
only four hits. Davis also
got the job done at the

team."
Creditmustbegiven to
the Chargers that pitched
in this game. Sophomores
Katrina Fomich and Fuller
split time on the mound.
They gave up only five
hits and two runs, combined.
Senior Audrey Williams said, "When our
pitchers hold the other
team to two runs, we
should be able to put some

runs on the board for the
win. We didn't get it done
in the second game."
The final score was 2-1
in favor of Valdosta State.
Renea Harrison had the
lone Charger RBI.
Kristi
Braverman,
Sims, Harrison, and Fuller
each had one hit in the
loss.

way through the final period. Eight different players received game misconduct penalties. However,
none were disqualified.
Ron Baker scored a pair
of goals for UAH.
Dwayne Blais and Jessi
Otis accounted for the
other goals for the Chargers.
UAH ended the season
in a major hot streak, winning 12 of their last 14 conference games.
The Chargers scored al 1
of thei r goals before the
third period on Saturday.
Blais scored the first goal
at the 16:19 mark of the
first period. Then with
two and half minutes left

in the first, Baker scored
his 12th goal of the season
to give UAH a 2--0 advantage. Less than six minutes
into the second period,
Baker scored again on a
power-play goal, giving
the Chargers a 3-0 lea~Otis ended the scoring
for the game and the regular season with ano ther
power-play goal wi"th
eight and a half minutes
left in the second periodUp next, the Ch~rgers
hope to continue their current hot streak as they host
the Cl IA Tournament,
March 8-10 at the Von
Braun Center.

were leading the Chargers
1--0 heading into the seventh inning. UAH was
once again struggling offensively, and had not yet
pushed any runs across.
ln the top of the seventh inning, however,
H amby really came
through. She s tarted the
inning off with a single up
the middle, and scored
w hen the Lady Lions
made an error on Fuller 's
infield hit. After that initial run, the Chargers
scored three more and

held on to win 4-l.
.
"I'm glad that[gotahit
when we needed it, a nd
we were able to take advantage of their mist~
Hamby said. " It was g
for us to come from behind and win."
.
Davis (7-1) got th:
She gave up only six
and struck out six Lady
Lions.
The Chargers are on the
. th.IS w eekendroad agam
They travel to Dallas, Tx.,
for the NFCA Leadoff
Classic.

11·• ~
Softball settles for another split in Valdosta
By Renea

Harrison
Sports Writer
The Charger Softball
team did not travel to
Valdosta State last Friday
expecting to split with the
Lady Blazers. A split was
what they were handed,
however, by a Valdosta
squad that is much improved from last year.
The first game was a
nail-biter, but the Chargers
were able to pull it out.
UAH started off strong
with a first inning run.
Stephanie Berry was hit by
a pitch to lead off the
game. Berry then stole
second to place herself in
scoring position. Shannon
Sims hit a double to rightcenter field to put the

Chargers up by one run.
UAII did not score
again until the fifth inning,
when Lane Davis led off
with a single. Sara Winn
pinch ran for Davis. She
advanced to second on
Rachel Hamby's sacrifice
bunt, and lo third when
Amber Fuller grounded
out. Winn scored on a
Valdosta State error.
"We were struggling to
score runs during most of
the game," Berry said. " It
took a while before we
were finally able lo put
some hits together."
The Lady Blazers also
managed to scrape together some offense, and
both teams had two runs
heading into the sixth inning. The score would remain tied until the eighth.
In the eighth inning,

Baptist Campus Ministries
Bapti,st Student Center
450 Sparkman Dr.
837-9140 or 830-6611

Celebration
Praise and Worship - Drama
Tuesday Nights
8:30 p.m.

Fellowship Lunch
Thursdays at 12:00 - $2.50
(first time is free!)
Pool Table - Ping Pong - 1V Room
Study Room - Prayer Room
Snack Room

Come by any time of the day
or evening!
All denominations are welcome!

plate. Davis, Sims and
Fuller each went 2-for-4 at
the plate.
VSU 2, UAH 1
Game two of the
doubleheader did not
have as good an outcome
as the first. According to
sophomore
Melanie
Carter, "We beat ourselves. The pitching was
not the best that we've
seen this year, and we still
had only four hits as a

Hockey, continued from page 6
The Chargers would
once again reclaim the
lead on goals by Kevin
Ridgeway and Karlis
Zimis, giving the men in
blue a 4-2 lead with less
than 10 minutes to play.
Jason Maxwell scored a
goal at 10:25 to cut the lead
to 4-3. A minute later, the
Oilers tied the score with
a short-handed goal by
Steve Traver. The game
was then forced into overtime.
In the extra period,
Findlay grabbed the lead
on a goal by Jason Weeger.
It was the Oilers' first win
over UAH in 13 meetings.
For the Chargers, it was
yet another frustrating

loss
with
UAH
outshooting Findlay 50-24
in the contest.
UAH 4, Findlay 0
In the finale of the series, the Chargers once
again outshot the Oilers,
this time 47-23. The UAH
defense however, would
completely shut down the
opposition. Freshman
goaltender
Adam
MacLean earned his first
career shutout and added
23 saves.
The game saw both
teams rack up excessive
penalties. The two teams
would ultimately combine
for 41 penalties and 157
penalty minutes. The two
teams came to blows half-

Strikeout, continued from page 7
Sunday morning the
Chargers were reeling
from the loss the night before, and got their revenge
on the University of
Tampa . Katrina Fomich
got the start for UAH, and
gave up only two hits.
The Charger offense, on
the other hand, was unstoppable in this matchup. They pounded out 14
hits and 14 runs in the
win.
Fomich certainly enjoyed the offensive support. She said, "It's easy

to pitch good when your
team is scoring runs. It
takes a lot of the pressure
off."
Sims was 3-for-3 with
five RBI in the win. She
also hit a grand-slam
homerun. Williams was 2for-2; Braverman went 2for-4; and Rachel Hamby
was 3-for-4. Harrison hit
a three-run homerun.
UAH 4, St. Leo 1
The last game of the
tournament was the most
suspenseful. The Lady
Lions of St. Leo University
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Don t miss a unique
opportunity to witness

The Mystical Aris of Tibet,
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Monks to open The Mystical The Five
Arts o/'Iibettravelling exhibit Spot
By Paul Lindgren
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a travelling exhibition of
an ancient and mystical
people's art. The exhibit
will be on display at the
Huntsville Museum of Art
from March 4 through
May 6 and will showcase
the sacred objects of the
Tibetan nation rarely seen
in the West.
Thirty personal objects
of His Holiness lhe Dalai
lama, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1989 and
the revered spiritual
leader of the Tibetan
people, will be on exhibit.
The exhibition will also
include 54 sacred pieces
from libel's largest monastery and home of the
early Dalai Lama's,
Drepung
Lose ling.

Tibetan Buddhist monks will construct a sand mandala
painting from March 4 to May 6 in the Huntsville Museum of Art's gallery. (Photo courtesy of the Huntsville
Museum of Art)
1\venty-four more contemporary pieces made in

India and Nepal demonstrate the continuing tra-

dition of Tibetan art making in exile.
Some of the objects on
display for lhe first time in
the West include 11 th to
15 th_century bronze figures, 17th century watercolor paintings, ancient
ritual objects and altar
pieces, and 18 th century
manuscripts scribed in ink
made from pure gold.
Twenty-one photos taken
by some of the world's
greatest photographers
depict the mystical land
from which this distinctive Oriental art emerged.
During the opening
week of the exhibit on
March 4 through March 7,
a team of Buddhist monks
will construct a sacred
mandala sand painting
within the Museum gallery. The mandala is one
of the most exquisite ex-

See Exhibit,
pagell

UAH's own plays in symphony
By Lauren Eiter
Entmabtment
Writer
It is often emphasized
that young people should
pa~ronize the arts. As an
avid supporter in artistic
accomplishments I venlu d
,
re lo the Von Braun
Center Concert Hall Feb-

ruary 17 to observe and
assimilate the sounds of
the Huntsville Symphony
Orchestra.
I must say the exhilarating, yet soothing
sounds
of
the
instrumentals pleasantly
welcomed me. Moreover,
I discovered that one of
UAH's own students is an

active participant in the
orchestra.
Garrett Smith, a junior
in the College of Science,
has played violin for the
Huntsville Orchestra for
over three years. He began
as an amateur violinist at
the age of six and has pursued it ever since. Smith
decided in high school
that he wanted to take his
art to a new level and began playing with the
Huntsville Symphony
when he was a junjor.
Ever since, he has been
a contributing member to
the symphony's endeavors to offer to the public a
little piece of culture.
After asking Smith hls
thoughts on student involvement in the theater,
he responded, "UAH
should encourage more
interest and participation."

Garret Smi~ a junior in
the College of Science,
has performed with the

Huntsville Symphony
Orchestra for over three
years. (Photo courtesy of
Garret Smith)

The more the students
of UAH contribute to the
arts in Huntsville, the
more opportunities will be
available to us.
The HSO played pieces
from composers Richard
Strauss, Ernest Chausson,
Aaron Copeland, and
Henri Wieniawski. Worldrenowned concert violinist Corey Cerovsek premiered at Saturday night's
concert and presented a
solo piece by composer
Henri Wieniawski entitled

Concerto No. 2 in D minor.
He received a standing
ovation and, in response,
offered an outstanding
encore presentation.
I enjoyed my trip to the
Huntsville Symphony Orchestra. I am no music
buff, so I could not tell you
logistics of all the music.
However, I did gain a new
appreciation for those
who can create such beautiful sounds. In addition, I
would like to afford this
opportunity to encourage
UAH students to support
HSO and other organizations like it. It really is
worth your while!

By Paul

Lindgren
Entertaillllll!llt
Editor

Parading those
seamy streets
Ash Wednesday has passed, and people come
home from Mardi Gras with tales of passing out
in strange places and comers. You might wonder
how that girl got all those beads.
l have never been to Mardi Gras in New Orleans, nor do I ever care to go. Seeing as all my
"wild.days" are over, I prefer to spend such celebrations hunched over in a bar with a few friends.
We can watch the parade go by in a blur, I don't
care.
That isn't to say that New Orleans just isn't the
place you would care to be. The city is beautiful
in its own ways- the history, the people, the cocktail of Creole cuJture served up on a dirty dish.
I distinctly remember the Halloween of 1999
when I visited New Orleans, Halloween being as
every bit of wild as any other day m that muddy
Babylon. I had a friend who was in the Marine
Corps Band stationed in Algiers, just across the
river from the French Quarter. For two nights I
woke up with a hangover in his garage. I stepped
outside to bask in the weighty morning sun. Instead, I stood in the shadow of a great cathedral
that hung ominously before me like Catholic guilt.
It was Halloween morning and I had yet to find a
costume for the evening's festivities.
l went to Wal-Mart where I bought a white bed
sheet, some rope, plastic gr,,pes, and some plastic
leaves on a wire. "When in Rome" I rememben.>d,
and so I produced for myself a toga, decorated
my head with a plastic reef, and walked around
with a bottle of wine.
It was soon Halloween night, and our plans
were to attend a Marine colonel's costume party
just a few blocks away. The plan was that my friend
and the rest of the Marine Corps jazz band he
played with would march across Algiers to the
colonel's party. There was but a dozen of us when
we gathered on the street and we began our march
in the shadowy New Orleans night. It was that
New Orleans brass sound that bounced through
the streets, and you could not help but dance with
the parade.
The porchlights came on in every house we
passed, and the children would nm out as though
an ice cream truck was passing by. And these poor
black children were dancing with us in the street,
marching with a band that collected a smiling
crowd like a snowball rolling down a hill. It
seemed that all those woes of paying the bills, and
getting up and going to work and knowing what
you're going to be doing tomorrow was all forgotten. It was that time to celebr-.ite nothing else
but a fine moment, this joyous mob of music and
dancing children.
And when we arrived at the colonel's house,

See Lindgren, page 14
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Keller Williams brings the house down again
By Paul Lindgren
E11teitaimnmt
Editor
Keller Williams returned to Mom's Cafe in a
blowout performance before a crowd of nearly seventy students on Tuesday,
February 20. The show,
which was arranged by
the Association of Campus
Entertainment,
brought the house down
as Williams gave his usual
knock-out performance of
jamming, hip grooves
combined with onstage
mixing and comical lyrics.
UAH students were
joined by dozens of outof-towners from as far
away as Auburn, Nashville, and Chattanooga.
Mom's Cafe was a packed
house with near standing
room only as the word got
around of Williams' explosive popularity in the underground college music
scene.
I managed to interview
Williams two hours prior
to his show. Isa t with him
as he was eating dinner in
the UAI I cafe. He was
eating strawberry yogurt
and sitting with his sound

manager, Lou. Williams
was very receptive to being interviewed and welcomed the opportunity for
popular coverage.
Paul Lindgren: Who
were some of your musical influences - both older
and contemporary - who
have had the greatest impact on your music?
Keller
Wil Iiams:
"Michael Hedges. He's
not alive anymore. His
whole show helped me on
the direction I am on now.
I'm not sure what kind of
music I would be playing
today if he were not
around."
PL: " Who are some
musicians you enjoyed
performing with most?"
KW: "String Cheese, Keller Williams returned to Mom's Cafe in a blowout
definitely. They've done a performance with students attending from as far away
Auburn
University.
(Photo
from
lot of good for me, physi- as
www.kellerwilliams.com)
cally, mentally, and spiritually. We share the same
PL: " Have you always my two dogs: Earl (aka
management, so perform- preferred being a solo Fart Boy) and Sheeba,
ing with them is both fun musician?"
Queen of the Tundra (aka
and makes for an easy
KW: " It's always fun to Stink Breath)."
show. Martin Sexton ... It sit in a band and tour, but
PL: "What do you like
was always amazing to I've gotten used to the most as far as feedback
play with him. Some of simplicity of not carrying from your audience?"
the others include Dark so many people on the
KW: "No feedback at
Star Orchestra out of Chi- road with me. I travel with all! (laughs] Well there are
cago, Big Wu, and Larry my wife Emily, my sound two kinds of energy you
Keel Experience."
manager Lou Gosa in, and get from the audience. The
most obvious is the large
group of people who
groove on the floor. The
other is the cafe atmosphere like Mom's where
everyone is honing in on
every note and breath in
silence, which is energy in
itself. I like them both
equally as much."
PL: " You performed at
Mom's last year. What did
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you like most about the
atmosphere of this small
venue?"
KW: "It's quiet. The
folks are less boisterous.
With my music, I'm used
to people talking as they
do in bars when people
are drinking beer and feel
compelled to talk. But in
places like Mom's, people
tend to listen to the music
more closely and won't
miss the groove, even if
they don't get up and
dance. You can't deny the
intimacy of a small room."
PL: "Do you have any
upcoming projects you'd
be willing to share with
us?"
KW: "I've got another
album coming out. 1 will
be recording it with Ty
North on bass and Jeff
Sipe (aka Apartment Q258) on drums. It hasn't
been recording yet, and
probably won't until summer. So the album will
probably be released early
next year."
PL: "Will you be playing any of the songs from
your new album tonight?"
KW: "Oh yeah .. . Certainly ... But I won't say
which ones."
Indeed,
Williams
seemed to enjoy playing in
the quaint atmosphere of
Mom's, remarking in his
improvised lyrics: " I'm
glad I'm not in some
smoky-ass bar." Williams
walked barefoot on a
candle-lit stage to an accolade of applause and
cheers, his favorite Persian
rug beneath his feet.

When asked about how
he felt about Williams performing in a personal atmosphere such as Mom's,
UAB student Lee Poe said,
"I'm going to see Keller at
Zydeco's in Birmingham
tomorrow night, so it was
nice to see him in such a
relaxed and intimate atmosphere."
"I like this venue
[Mom's). I don't like it
when the whole crowd is
talking. That's not what I
come to hear. I want to
hear the music," said Auburn University student
Chris Daly. Williams had
performed at Auburn University two nights before.
Students
were
charmed by Williams' variety performance as he
mixed background melodies on stage using a bass,
carnival whistle, steel
drum, shakers and a
congo. Following the
show, the audience wooed
Williams back for an encore.
Association of Campus
Entertainment director
Frankie Bibby was responsible for bringing Williams
back to UAH after his last
successful performance in
Mom's Cafe last Spring.
Tuesday night's show was
the most successful event
I have attended at this university, and only ACE can
bring students the entertainment they've been
looking for. Williams is
definitely what students
have been looking for all
this time.

Smoke on the Mountain
returns to Huntsville
By Paul Lindgren
Entert11i11111e11t
Editor
Back by popular demand, the joyful gospel
musical "Smoke on the
Mountain" will be returning to Huntsville in
March. The show will be
presented at the Huntsville High School auditori um from March 8
through March 10.
"Smoke on the Mountain" is one of Huntsville's
all-time favorite musicals,
selling out 16 shows in
four weeks during its last
runatTheatre'Roundthe
Comer.
Set in the 1930's during
the Great Depression,
"Smoke on the Mountain"
begins with the Sanders
family presenting file first.:

ever gospel sing at a small
Baptist Church in Mount
Pleasant, NC. The show's
music is a mixture of bluegrass-flavored gospel and
personal testimonies of
the cast that often end
with hilarious results. The
singer-musician-actors offer an uplifting evening of
singing and witnessing.
This production is of
benefit to the Huntsville
Community Chorus and
will feature the previous
cast of Theatre ' Round the
Comer's production. Fred
Sayers stars as Burl, Elaine
Hubbard as Vera, Len
Causey as Dennis and
Charelle Causey Acosta as
Denise. Wes Canerday
will play the part of Pastor Oglethorpe. Mary Ann
Bishop is music dil'ector.
The music 1s p.riznarily, ,

roots-flavored with its
bluegrass sounds and gospel harmonies. The cast
will perform on a variety
of traditional folk instruments including guitars,
banjo, bass fiddle, mandolin, piano, autoharp and
harmonica.
All performances begin
at 7:30 p.m. with matinee
performances on Saturday, March 10 and Sunday,
March 11 at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $15 general admission.
They are available at the
Huntsville Community
Chorus office, A .B.
Stephens, and Shaver's
Bookstore. For information, call 533-6606 or visit
Community
Chorus
website at www.the
chorus.org.
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Final Fantasy X and remakes to be released soon
By Kim Staton
E,derlllimnent

Writer
The release of FinniFnntisv X, the first o f
5quaresoft's popul~r rolcplaving game series for
the' Playstation 2, has reportedly been delayed in
Japan from July to Aug us t
of this year.
The game will do away
with the pre-rend e re d
t,ackgroundsfoundinthe
previous three ins ta llments of the Finni Fnnfns_y
series. Square has decided
to use constructed 3D enrironments, while main-

taining a steady sixty
frames per second.
Finni Fnntnsy X will be
able to take advantage of
Square's Play-Online service. I lowever, the RPG is
not officially a full online
game.
Rather, PlayOnline will allow the
player to check his or her
progress against a strategy-engine which will, in
effect, serve as an abbreviated guide. FF Xs limitations are in contrast to the
next chapter of the series.
Finni F1111tnsy Xlis planned
to be the first completely
online Ftitnl F1111tnsygame.
Another breakthrough

for Final Fantasy Xis that tentative.
the game will be the first
In other Finni Fnnfnsy
of the series to feature news, Square has conspeech. Names of the En- firmed that it plans on reglish voice actors have not leasing remakes of VII,
been released.
VIII,
and
IX for
Square has released Playstation 2. Details are
few character descriptions currently very sketchy
for FF X Tidus, the main with no release date given.
character, is an athletic However, the game develyoung man with an up- oper states that the new
beat view of the world and games will feature graphic
a passion for a sport called and sound enhancements
Blitzball. The heroine is a that capitalize on Sony's
Summoner named Yuna. next-generation consoleThe fact that she is a de- power. Each game will be
termined young lady is sold separately on DVDabout all lhe information ROM format.
that has been released
thus far. All names are still

Final Fantasy X will use new constructed 3-D
environments instead of pre-rendered backgrounds.
(Photo from ££shrine.com)

Taking a walk down Jurado's Waters Ave. S.
By Justin
Edwards
Etdert11inment
Writer
Anyone really stressed
out? Anyone need to re lax? Well this is the C D lo
listen to if you need to
calm down: Damie n
Jurado's debut Wnters Ave.
S. This record is pure indie
folk goodness. All the
songs are made very me llow by Jurado's soothing

smooth/rough voice and rus of "Treasures of Gold,"
wonderful instrumenta- the backing vocals during
tion. In fact, only three of the chorus of "Halo
the thirteen songs enter Friendly," and the sad guiinto really rocking terri- tar intro and almost ortory.
chestral chorus of "Waters
Speaking of the instru- Ave. S."
While not really beaumentation, it provides
some beautiful moments tiful, per se, a therimin
by itself and by its inter- electrical instrument even
action with the vocals. shows up in the chorus of
Some good examples are "Space Age Mom." How
the melancholy piano many indie folk records
notes sprinkled through- have you heard with a
out "Wedding Cake," the therimin on them? Next to
beautiful horns in the cher none I'm sure. That just

proves Damien's knack
for great instrumentation.
In addition to the instrumentation, all the
songs on the record have
really awesome lyrics that
either tell a story, or seem
to speak about some personal issue. The best lyrics on the album, in my
opinion, are the lyrics of
"Wedding Cake," which
discuss the divorce of
Jurado's parents. The lines
"You told all your
friends ... he's someone I' ll

forget. .. he's outside setting fires to the demons in
head" get me every time.
Summing it all up, everyone should make an
effort to listen to this album. Its gentle folksiness
provide great background
mus ic for long afternoon
drives or even just lying in
bed and thinking about
the day. This album is
worthy of any music
lover's collection.

HYO presents its Winter Concert series
By Paul Lindgren
E11tert11imnent
Editor
The Huntsville Youth
Orchestra continues its
40lll Anniversary season
by hosting its fabulous
Winter Concert on Sunday, March 4. The concert
Will take place at 3 p.m. in
the Chan Auditorium, ler
c~ted in the Administrahve Science building on
:~ c~m~us of UAH. AdISSion IS free with sup-

portive donations gladly
accepted.
Viljar Weimann is conductor of the Huntsville
Youth Orchestra, and this
concert will feature a performance of Leonard
Bernstein's "Candide
Overture." The "Candide
Overture" comes from the
musical play of the same
name, and is based on
Voltaire's masterpiece volume. Famed playwright
Lillian Hellman originally
commissioned American

composer
Leonard
Bernstein for in 1953 to
produce the score for musical theatre.
"Candide is a true
'champagne' overture:
brief, swinging, effervescent and romantic," said
reviewer Rob Barnett of
www.musicweb.vavo.com.
The HYO has been a
farm for young musical
talent in the Tennessee
Valley for over 39 years.
Estonian-born conductor
Viljar Weimann is also cur-

Exhibi~ continued from page 9
r r:essions of the Tibetan
aith and is formed of a
trad·~ rtonal iconography
that includes a multitude
of ancient symbols. It is
~ as a spiritual tool for
e re-consecration of the
;arlh and its people. Once
:-~pleted, the mandala
~ be on display
~Ughout the run of the
e)(l\jbition.
be. :he Mysficnl Arts of Ti15
:
sponsored by the Ric actl Gere Foundation
td ~he Lose I Shed ru p
ingmAtianta,theNorth

American seat of Drepung
Loseling monastery.
The general admission
fee for the Museum during the Tibet exhibition is
$8 for non-members. Museum members and children under 12 are admitted free. A $1 discount is
available for seniors, milit~ry and students with a
valid I.D. Thursday evenings at the Museum are
free to the general public.
For more information,
call 535-4350, or visit the
Museum Web - site at

~ onent.ua1)~edu.

www.hsvmuseum.org.
Those interested can visit
related Web sites at:
wwwmysticaJartsoftibet.org
www.drepung.org;
www.hsvmuseum.org/
hma/future/index.htrnl.

rently the conductor for
the Huntsville Opera Theatre Orchestra and is the
assistant conductor for the
Huntsville Symphony Orchestra. He has guest conducted overseas in Estonia
and the Czech Republic
and provides valuable expertise in teaching
Huntsville's young musicians.
The Philharmonia Orchestra, also conducted by
Mr. Weimann, will perform "Entrance of the
Sardav" and an assorted
medley of Jewish themes.
The Concert Orchestra,
conducted by Leona
Cotruvo, will feature its
own program of baroque
themes and contemporary
marches. Performances by
this year's HYO Concerto

PERDIDO KEY
VACATION RENTAL
3Br/3Ba...Sleeps up to 16
Private beach with dock and boatlift
Close to Lost Key Golf Course
Call 850-492-4929 or
email at pomullet@cs.com

Competition winners
Nicholas Gold on cello,
Elisa Fredrickson on flute,
and Emily Joy Beardon on
viola will also be part of
the program.
For more information,
please contact the HYO
office at 880-0622. The
Huntsville Youth Orchestra is also accepting new
members for its Beginning
Strings orchestra. Requiremen ts include reading
and playing with facility
notes on the D major scale
and simple rhythms. For
more information, contact
Leona Cotruvo at 8812984.

Head Over Heels (PG13) 4:05 9:15
Save the Last Dance
(PG-13) 1:20 4:00 6:30
9:00
13 Days (PG-13) 1:10
6:15
Valentine (R) 1:40 1:40
6:45

Chocolat (PG-13) 1:20
4:10 1:00 9:.35
Hannibal (R) 1:00 1:15
3:45 4:00 6:45 7:00
9:30 9:45
3000 Miles to Graceland
(R) 1:00 3:35 6:40 9:40

Monkey Bones (PG-13)
1:45 3:45 5:45 7:45
9:45
The Mexican (R) 1:05
1:40 3:50 4:30 6:35
7:15 9:35 9:50

Mn Ttckets to the Movies/
Movie 'Iiivia:
The plot of the Academy Award-nominated film Gladiator follows the general
plot of what 1964 film?
The first 4 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY4 pairs of
tickets will be given away each week. No phone calls
or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia will
be distributed on a first come, first serve basis from
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p .m. on Fri. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Jennifer Sharp in 'Q!qr 1:xvonrnt office only
bet:weel'l
the hours ~pecified above.
,
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A different opinion

Recent
protest
necessary,
as are taxes

By Greg Bacon
Opinion Writer

By Dauphne Rogers
.Editor-ill-Cltlef

Instead, politicians pit higher education and K-12 against each other. Are
they hoping that we will be so busy
struggling against each other that we
will have little time or energy left to
see who our common adversaries are?
l think that old saying, "United we
stand, divided we fall," applies here,
folks.
The real issue is getting adequate
funding for education as a whole.
Overall, politicians in our state don't
seem concerned with that goal. It is
so much easier for them to take s ides

tion fight over inadequate funding like
hungry dogs trying lo snatch scraps of
food from each other to keep from
starving to death.
Stabilizing the education budget
and providing adequate funding
means finding a source of income that
can be used for the purpose of education. Many states use local property
taxes to do just that.
I know that property taxes are an
unpopular subject with many Alabamians, such as Opinion Writer Greg
Bacon. However, the fact remains tha t
property taxes are the most logical solu tion to the funding crisis in
Alabama's educational systems. Bacon refers to "pockets of excellence in
Alabama like Grissom or Bob Jones"
that exist in Alabama. l would like to
point out that Grissom is a school in
Huntsville, which is part of North Alabama, and according to Executive Assistant Gary Smith, Alabamians in our
area pay higher property taxes than
taxpayers in rest of the state. Furthermore, Bob Jones is a school in the city
of Madison. Madison voted to raise
property taxes almost three years ago
in order to support local educa tion
more effectively.
Bacon also raises the issue of cutting costs at UAH by resorting to email
rather than using hardcopy memos.
1\venty years ago paperless offices
were predicted, but more paper is used
now than ever. Paperless offices are a
pipe dream, not a viable alternative.
In fact, one of the chairs in Liberal Arts
reports that departments spend only
a few hundred dollars a year on photocopying, so all of the photocopying
in Liberal arts wouldn't amount to a
quarter of a faculty position. Surely
Bacon realizes that printing and paper
costs are miniscule compared to faculty salaries, which make up most of
UAH's budget. Is this where he proposes cutting "fat" from the education
budget? If not salaries, then where?
Where would there be enough money
to come up with several million dollars worth of cuts? Certainly not by
switching to paperl~ offices! Does he
propose putting a halt to new building projects? Perhaps Bacon would
like UAH to stop funding Tire E:rpo11e11t
or quit mowing the grass.
When the problem you are pouring
money into is a lack of funding, then
pouring money into the problem is a
viable option .
It doesn't take a genius to add this

and \\at has K-12 and hi,gller educa-

See Rogers, page 14

I would like to thank all of the students who showed up at last
Saturday's proration rally. Getting involved is the only way to secure
Alabama's educational and economic
future. I am glad to see that so many
students at UAH feel that our future
is worth fighting for.
Although we were forced to leave
airport grounds before Seigelman
stepped out of his private car, having
over 150 students out fighting for fair
funding should have made the Governor sit up and take notice.
But apparently, he was still too busy
making excuses for his unfair treatment of higher education to pay much
attention. I am making this assumption since he refused to comment on
the demonstration and made the ridiculous statement,"Alabama families
are not iDunune to the worst economic
crisis since the 1970s," during a reception in the airport concourse and published in the February 25111 edition of

Tlte Huntsoille Tmtes.
What a cop-out!
To begin with, I don't agree that we
are experiencing the worst economic
crisis since the 70s. But even if I did
agree, what would that have to do with
the way education is funded in Alabama except to point out that the current sales tax system doesn't work?
There will always be fluctuations in
the economy, both locally and nation-

ally.
Everyone knows that, which is all
the more reason to stabilize the education budget.
Politicians in our state know how
to do that. They simply aren't willing
to do it. 'They would rather let higher
edu&tion foot the bill for shortfalls in
the Special Education 1iust Fund, time
after time after time.
God forbid that politicians' pet
project funds be touched or that prop-

erty taxes be raised.

The only real cut so far
in the threatened state
budget proration is a slash
in people's most valuable
asset: the ability to think
rationally.
The proration crisis
prompted school boards
to threate n to take away
extracurricular activities.
Few people seem to und erstand that football and
band are largely funded
by booster clubs consisting of parents and alumni.
Cutting athletics and band
is a disgusting ploy on the
part of politicians to beat
parents into begging for
tax increases.
Why should everyone
have to pay for these programs?
It's already done the
right way: cheerleaders
and band members buy o r
raise money for thei r own
uniforms; parents of football players volunteer to
sell tickets, collect parking
fees, and work in concession stands to pay for their
kids to play.

When you visit the voting booth, recite one
simple rule: keep the politicians' dirty hands off
money. Fob James didn't
do much to help Alabama
as governor, but 011e of his
best moves was placing
the state's oil and gas trust
funds beyond the greedy
reach of our state legislature. At least two o u t of
three Alabama voters forgot or never learned this
rule because we foolishly
allowed the state government to raid these trust
funds and spend unrealized gains . I wish my
checking account worked
the same way.
"Tax" is a dirty word,
so politicians use clever
euphemisms like "traffic
fine" or "lottery". Let me
state that I have no moral
objection to a lottery; I enjoy gambling. However, it
represents an extreme conflict of interest for state
governmen t to spend
money promo t ing a lottery, a form of gambling
with one of the lowest expected values over time.
In other words, you could

pump everything you
own into a lottery, and, in
the end, you'd be overwhelmingly likely to be
left with nothing.
If the state wants lotteries, it should allow for
competing lotteries taxed
at special rates instead of
a state-sanctioned monopoly. A state lottery
would be a government
agency after all, so keep in
mind that al least half of
all revenues would go to
overhead and administrative costs. Competition
would exert downward
pressure
on
these
overheads and upward
pressure on the payouts
and expected values.
Inevitable in this debate is that someone, like
Editor-in-Chief Dauphne
Rogers did last week, will
mention that Alabamians
"don't want to pay higher
property taxes. This, despite the fact that we have
the lowest property taxes
of any stale in the nation."
That's what logicians call

See Different,
page14

Leffers to the Editor
the cafe teria already
Dear Editor:
I would like to com- charges very h igh prices
mend Tire Exponent for for food, we deserve a
your article concerning whole lot bette r.
Oh , an d t he average
the UC cafeteria's low
health
rating.
I rating of between 80 and
saw the low score of 70 85 that was reported is not
posted about 2 weeks ago something that the cafeteand was sh ocked that it ria officials sho uld exactly
was so low. I don't think I be braggin g about. I
had ever seen any p lace would like to see that avscore below a 75 u n ti l erage go up to between 90
then.
and 95.
I was upset by what Mr.
I'm glad to see the good
Kinkead said in the article. reporting by the Expo11e11t.
It sounded like all he was I would suggest a followdoing was m akin g ex- u p to this s tory in the fucuses for th e low score. ture to keep students inExcuses aren't going to fix formed of how the cafeteanything, Mr. Kinkead. ria his handling the issue.
The standards set forth by
Sincerely,
the Health Department reJason lindol
garding the sanitation of
Student
food establishments a re
there for a reason. If the Dear Editor:
UC cafeteria cannot folThe a rt icle "UAH
low those standards at a Cafeteria's health rating"
reasonable level, then they by Carter Garza in this
deserve to have the Health week's Exponent incorDepartment put pressure rectly reports that the
on them. It's time to quit UAH cafeteria "has never
the whining and do some scored a 60 or below... "
serious shaping up. I think Sometime around 1993 or
my fellow sludents would 1994, the Charger Cafe reagree with me that since cei vea a health depart-

ment rating of 56 and was
shut down for a brief time.
If the current cafeteria
management is telling you
otherwise, they're either
conveniently uninformed
or lying. Many graduates
and long-time students
still refer to the eatery as
"Cafe 56." Dig through
the Expo11e11t files from
back then - you'll find it.
Matt Cuthbert

UAHalumnus
Dear Editor:
Many cultures and traditions offer their views of
tru th. Confucious said
"Absolu te tru th is indest ructible ." C hr is tians
know that "the truth shall
set you free." Nietzsche
w ro te, "There are no facts,
only interpreta t ions."
Most pointedly, Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce said,
" It does not require many
words to speak the truth."
Last week, Jason
DeVine wrote many

Letters to the Editor
continued
onpage 14
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0 Governor, where art thou?

The
Gooemor choosing politics over reasonable solutions l,.IW'fD'Sident's

ByJ. Caleb
Canton
News Editor/
Opinion Writer

Comer

In order to better un- tary /Treasurer Dr. Paul
derstand why higher edu- l lubbert. Hubbert has for
By James
cation is the targeted many yea rs been one of
whipping boy when it the most crucial movers
Kodrowski
comes to funding, it is nec- and shakers in s tate poliSGA P,uu/e,tt
essary to understand tics. And, it's little secret
kodrowj@email.uah.edu ........___.....,;.....i:...-~::..::..•.....i-l---:..J
some of the behind-the- that when Hubbert says,
curtains politics involved. "Jump," the Democrats in
One of the most pow- the state government ask
e rfu I political interest "How high?" on the way
groups within the state is up. This makes quite a bit
the Alabama Education of sense if you take into
Association (AEA). Pri- account the political realmarily, the AEA looks af- ity that Democratic offiter the interests of K-12 cials within the state have
We needed to be heard. We were heard. Thank
public school employees been traditionally tied to
you to everyone who participated in the rally at
by way of advocating the AEA's interests and,
the Huntsville Airport this past Saturday. What
higher salaries and other thus, are dependent upon
started out for the Governor as a reception in his
honor turned out to be a bad political showing
pertinent benefits for its the AEA's some 80,000
where he refused every opportunity to be intermembership. The AEA plus voters. These ties are
viewed in response to our rally. The mission was
maintains a relatively strengthened, of course,
definitely accomplished. Please read the articles
strong membership be- by campaign funding conin this issue of Tlte Expone11t to get more details
cause of its almost exclu- tributions and political
concerning what happened last Saturday evening.
sive ability to provide its endorsement.
If you consider the role
The rally was the first step in that SGA took to
members with such serthe AEA plays within
that
v?icc its op~ion about proration. Next Monday
vices as insurance and lenight we will commence with the second step,
gal assistance, which is state politics, it's really no
another rally to stimulate interest in Higher Eduincreasingly vital in today wonder that higher educacation Day in Montgomery. Next Mondav al 8 p.m.
litigious society and class- tion tends to lose out.
SGA is hosting several speakers from the univerroom. As such, the AEA Advocacy groups for
sity, community, and possibly the press to address
has a lot of members and higher education, like the
students and faculty about the realities of proraa lot of money, which the Higher Education Parttion. Television crews as well as reporters from The
AEA has conve niently nership, are essentially
Huntsi•ille Times and The Exponent will be present
converted into a strong powerless in comparison
to the likes of AEA's bulto document the proceedings. Please join us in the
arm of political clout.
Pit,
room 131 in the UC and learn how proration
As proof of this clout,
See Oanton,
is going to affect your education and maybe even
one might consider the
page 14
AEA's Executive Secreyour job.
The third step that SGA is taking in response to
proration is active participation in Higher Education Day on March 6. ext Tuesday students from
tip• 1xpontnf welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Letters should
around the state will travel to Montgomery to
be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words. 'Ql~e ~xponent no
speak with their state representatives about higher
longe r requires student numbers, phone numbers, or addresses to accompany
education. Free lund\ will be served to those who
letters to the editor. Please, include your full name with any submissions. Name
attend and there will also be a job fair with about
and title only, if applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld
300 companies participating after we meet with
upon request. t~t 1:xponenf reserves the right lo edit all materials submitted for
our representatives. U you would like to come with
us, please email me or talk to Dale Jobes, SGA's
publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or e mailed to
higher education representative. I can't stress to
rogersc@email.uah.edu no later than noon on Tuesdays in order to appear in that
you enough how important it is to take an active
Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to 'Ql~e ~xpontnf office by m ail at The
role in yow own future. Next Monday and Tue&Exponen~ UAR, UC 104, Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax al (256) 824-6096.
day you have the opportunity to have direct conOpinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and not nectact with the people who represent your inten!sts
in state government. It is their obligatioa to know
essarily that of 'Ql~e ~xpontnf, its staff or management.
what you think and represent that view in their
All lflllfma/s con/Juned /rueln, r.r«pf 111im-/1Stng or u.ihue rnd1C11led o//rmulSe, IS C:Opynght 2(XX) by t~,
voting privileges. Ask those who came to the rally
1.rp on,uf 1mdprotected undu tk Work Mmiefor H1rr ,mdPmod1e11/ Publra1/ion C11fegones oftk US. Cqpywhat it was like to watch the Governor avoid all
nghl umrs. MJ,/m4/s ltnrtn 11111Y not be ,qmnted u.'ltltouf tk ~ umflm pmn1SStan i;t~, ~.rpntut
of us by hiding in a car with a police escort. You
(u., 11 ufides, /elfus, 11ndphofog111phs suhm11ted lo Oir ~.rp11narl ~ pruprrlY ~~' i.rpu,af upon
11
know that the decisions he has to make surroundrrwpt.).
ing higher education are weighing heavily on his
~r 1.rpon,ul IS IN stutknl produ<tt n ~ofIN Unrt'US1ty ofAlilhtl""1 ,n Huntsville, puh!ishbi
mind.
e11d1 T!,urs,/pv dunn the 5£1,oo/ flt1I/'.
Another great way for you to actively voice
'{[he 'lixponent staff:
your
opinions about government is to apply for
oauphne Rogers, Editor In
Dr. Oarke Rountree, Advisor
the House of Representatives elections coming up
rogenc:Oemailuah.edu
rountrj@email.uah.edu
in April. You still have time to fill out an applicaJessica Tu.bbs, Business Manager
Jennifer Sharp, Layout Editor
tion. March 121h is the deadline for applications
jmtt1790aol.com
sharpjl@email.uah.edu
and
April 2nd the start of campaigning. If you serve
Terra Tu.sler, Advertising Manager
James Doggrel, Online Editor
on
Student
Government, not only will you become
terratuslei@hotmafl.com
exponent_onlineOhotmailcom
aware
of
all
of UAH':, club activities, you will hold
J. Caleb Canto~ News Editor
Paul Lindgren, Entertainment Editor
in
your
hand
the power to change this university
calebclanton@yahoo.com
atch2.2000@yahoo.com
See Kodro~ pa 14
Danny Parker, Sports Editor
1akhir Sabirov,.Disbibutio~ Manager
parkerd@emait.uah.edu
sabU"OvtOhotmail..c:om

Seigelman's proposed
budget for the next fiscal
year. In the proposed budget, the Governor gives K12 all of the estimated $98
million in projected revenue growth. Higher education, meanwhile, will be
left al the currently prora led level.
Whereas it is obviously
necessary to protect K-12
funding, it is also equally
necessary to protect the
funding of higher education. Thus, in order to be
fair, it seems logical that
the Governor wou Id expect that the burden of
proration be equally distributed among all systems funded by the Educational Trust Fund.
But
why
would
Siegelman, who campaigned so strongly as one
w ho was determined to
increase higher education
funding - albeit through
lottery revenues - now
wants to protect K-12
funding at the expense of
higher education as
hinted by his recent support of the mentioned Jawsu i l and his proposed
budget for the next fiscal
year?

Need.less to say, proration will eventually affect
every single student from kindergarten to college - in the state of Alabama. And, it goes without saying that no one
likes the consequences of
proration. Unfortunately,
though, it seems that there
is an all-too-natural tendency for those in the stale
g~vemment lo expect that
higher education take a
back seat compared to K12 when it comes to funding.
. A couple of weeks ago,
tn fact, Governor Don
Seigelman came out in
support of the Alabama
Association of Schoo l
Boards and Mobile and
Pike Counties in a lawsuit
against the state that
would placed the entire
brunt of proration upon
~e already weary back of
higher education, thereby
weakening the proration
blow to K-12. On February 22,Circuitjudge Tracy
McCooey ruled in favor of
lhe lawsuit, which, unless
overturned b y the Supreme Court or the legis~~ tu re, could result in
•gher education getting
slammed with as much as
afunwho
·
. ppmg
28 percent
t" dtng decrease, poten•a 1ly causing seriou s
amounts of faculty layoffs
~:d, no doubt, tuition
. es for Alabama's pub1'.c colleges and universities.
However, even if the
1awsuit is overturned and
~oes not wreck code-red
/voe upon higher educatn, the tendency remains
f~ata~tly in favor of K-12
nd,m a. manifest in

..

Mission
Accomplished

We Want Your Letters!
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Baseball, continued from page 7
down USML.
Kevin Schomas started
the game and relin, quished only two eared
runs in 4 ·1 /3 innings
pitched. Brent Davenport
followed with 2 2/3 inn.ings without allowing an
earned run.
Wes Mindingall (1-0),
ofTuscaloosa, Ala., picked
· up his first win ever as a
Charger by striking out
two of the five batters he
faced in a scoreless inning

pitched.
Donaldson picked up
hissecond save oftheseason with a perfect ninth.
Senior Clay Rice and
Long each had two hits in
the game.
UAH 11, UMSL 5
Sunday's nightcap appeared to be another nailbiter as the teams jockeyed
for position all game long.
USML (0-2) battled
back to narrow the initial
Charger lead to one run at

top of the fourth. The
Rivermen also chased
Charger starting pitcher
Adam Bass from the game
in the fifth and appeared
to be taking the momentum away from UAH.
Freshman Trai Meadows came on to halt the
USML rally and allow the
Charger sticks to go back
to work.
A two-run double by
Guadalupe scored Andy

Evans and Trey Brown.
Donaldson followed with
a long double against the
centerfield wall tha t
plated Guadalupe. Gates
then added to the hit parade with a single of his
own to score Donaldson.
All told, the Chargers
struck for four runs on
four hits to stretch the lead
to 9-4. That lead held up
as UAI I went on to take
the 11-5 win.
Guadalupe's 3-for-4

performance paced the 14hit barrage by UAH.
Guadalupe had three
doubles, four RBT, three
runs driven in and a s tolen base.
Senior Brent Deerman,
Long and Donaldson had
two hits apiece.
Bass (3-0) picked up the
win
on
the
hill.
Donaldson relieved Trey
Meacham to close out another win for the Chargers.

Come on out and catch
the Charger Baseball fever
today as UAH takes on
Oakland City in a 4:00
p.m. doubleheader at Joe
Davis Stadium. Tomorrow, Quincy University
comes into town for a 5:00
p.m.showdown. Tuesday,
March 6, the Chargers will
face cross-town rival Alabama A&M at Mastin
Lake Park at 2:00 p.m.

Stossel of ABC l\.ews reported that the welfare
state spends $40,000 per
year on the typical poor
family, but we need only
look around to see the expensive failure. Schools
are no different. If government could honestly say,
"Hey, look how efficiently
we're putting tax dollars
to work! Imagine what we
could do with the proposed tax increase," it
would be different.
The truth is that government is the most
wasteful and inefficient
problem solving vehicle
that mankind has ever invented. For instance, right
here at UAH, faculty and
staff memos go out as
hardcopies when the university supplies nearly

e\.eryone with an email pate in the now-sputtered
account. The cost of a onc- economic boom. To land
page, campus-wide memo big names like Toyota,
explodes when you factor Mercedes-Benz,
and
in the number of recipi- Boeing, the s tate gave
ents times reproduction them special tax breaks. If
costs plus the cost of trans- we elected politicians with
porting them to different real foresight, we would
departments plus the cost build reserves in time of
of department secretaries plenty. Americans have a
delivering them to mail- serious problem with the
boxes plus the custodial credit card mentality. We
cost of having to remove want to buy now and pay
the resulting trash. We later or, even better, force
tout ourselves as being a someone else to shoulder
high-tech research univer- our debt. I'd rather see a
sity, but the university tuition hike than forcing a
may as well chisel mes- new set of hidden taxes on
sages on little stone pyra- all Alabamians. Students
mids like in the Dilbert can secure loans or work
strip.
for an employer who will
There are plenty of pay for your school. Stusources for generating dent loans and tuition remore revenue. Alabama imbursement don' t cover
largely failed to partici- hidden taxes like property

tax and sales taxes.
Whal will happen
when the economy
bounces back and Montgomery has piles of unspent cash?
You' re a fool if you believe that Alabamians will
receive change for their
overpayments. Instead,
we'll see more entitlement
spending and bigger government. The only Alabamians that this will help
is the tiny subset who sits
on the state legislature
and wants to be re-elected.
Put simply, passing tax
hikes will reward the politicians in Montgomery for
their lack of foresight and
unwillingness to address
Alabama's fundamental
problems. Is that really the
message we want to send?

he's terrible al basic arithmetic.
During the Campus
Affairs Committee hearing, President Kodrowski
and, surprisingly, VicePresident Morris sought
to illegitimately limit the
debate to the question of
whether the EOP should

exist solely on its me rits.
As the heads of the Executive branch should know,
the ends do not justify the
means in a constitutional
government. Students
aimed serious accusations
of misconduct and abuse
of authority at the President, and the Constitution

places responsibility for
investigating this particular matter with the Senate.
To be frank, I find it disturbing that the President,
when faced with serious
charges, resorts to tossing
out many words, diverting attention away from
the issue, responding with

the ad hominem tu
quoque form, and retreating to the protection of
other members and bodies
of the SGA. Why so much
maneuvering when the
simple truth should do?
Greg Bacon
Graduate Senator

to maintain sufficient
funding. Meanwhile, we
can all thank Governor
Seigelman - the self-proclaimed "education governor" - for forcing the

political
hand
of
Alabama's colleges and
universities and reducing
higher education to an
impoverished role of political prostitute.

You'd think an "education governor" would
proactively seek realistic
solutions fit for both K-12
ana'higher education.

thou?

5-4 with two runs in the

Different, continued from page 12
the argumentum ad
populum fallacy; in other
words, a popular idea isn't
necessarily a good idea. If
it's a good idea to raise
property taxes because
they're low, then it's also
a good idea to raise tuition
at UAH because it's low.
Even if you rent an apartment or a house, be certain
that your landlord is passing on property taxes to
you. If low tax revenue is
the source of education's
problems, then why are
there pockets of excellence
in Alabama like Grissom
or Bob Jones or the Alabama School of Math and
Science? If passing a tax
increase is hard, then securing a tax cut is next to
impossible.
As Americans, we're

pa1 ing taxes at the highest percentage of gross
domestic product s ince
World War II, yet people
will fight President Bush
until the last vote on his
proposed tax cut is cast.
The right to property, like
the right to keep and bear
arms, predates the Constitution. Every time we vote
for a tax increase, we're
forfeiting our property
rights. Ben Franklin wrote,
"They that can give up liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety."
The underlying assumption is that pouring
money onto a problem is
the way to fix it. Look at
the boatloads of money in
foreign aid that we ship
out every year. John

Letters to the Editor, continued from page 12
words - the same words,
in fact-that have already

been refuted in official
Senate positions. He went
on to falsely claim that the
Executive Office of the
President has been abolished, that the Senate
cou Id override a Presidential veto with a majority

vote, and that a majority
of the Senate favors overriding the veto of S.0001.01. Put simply, Mr.
DeVine has demonstrated
that he's happy to publicly
express opinions with no
factual bases, that he does
poorly when reading for
comprehension, and that

Canton, continued from page 13
lying horns. This being the

case, a simple political fact

heartening. It seems ridiculous to expect that
higher education should
have to become so undignified as to do political
battle with K-12 in order

begins to make itself
manifest. Don Seigelman
wants to be re-elected next
year. But, as a Democrat,
0 Governor, where nrf
he will no doubt need the
Rogers, continued from page 12
AEA's blessing in order to
be re-elected. Therefore, one up. I mean, 2+2=4 agreed upon fact that poli- address our problems, valved and do something
the Governor is currently anyway you want to look ticians are unwilling to don't we need to get in- about it ourselves, like
attempting to scratch the at it.
Lindgren, continued from page 9
Just because an idea is
AEA's back by kicking
higher education to the popular, such as raising everyone was welcome to six-hour drive. The high- and when you've danced
curb concerning proration property taxes to ad- all his food, and all his lights of this great Babylon with a few, you've danced
and its effects upon next equately fund education, wine. To me, this was my of the Delta can't all be with them all. Because just
doesn't mean that it is a night to remember, this seen on a single strip. The over the levee from that
year's budget proposal.
seamy night in New Or- people nre New Orleans, great river, there are good
Those concerned with bad thing.
leans, when all the heaFurthermore,
poli
tisaving funding for higher
Kodrowsld, continued from page 13
thens were out on Bourcians
in
Montgomery
will
education within the state
must take these political get their slice of the pie bon Street, we had our to better serve its students. heard this past weekend.
realities among others into one way or another. They own parade in Algiers. r can list countless ex- The only difference is that
account. Unfortunately, don' t have to wait for us And when I awoke in the amples of how s tudent our administration is after
this means that higher to " reward them for their morning, the bells of that government has taken stu- the same goals that we are
education will have to lack of foresight and un- great cathedral rang ten in dent issues and brought and they do listen. I hope
to
the you will take an interes t in
stoop to the level of K-12 willingness to address the morning, and the them
weight
of
its
shadow
was
administration's
table
. your own future by applyAlabama's
fundamental
and its political s upportThose
issues
are
heard
not
so
heavy.
in
problems."
They've
aling for student governers in order to get in the
Bourbon
Street
isn't
much
the
same
way
that
ready
done
that
for
themgame, so to speak.
And, this is most dis- selves. And given the necessarily the end of a our fellow students were

Readers can email). Caleb
Clanton at calebclanton
@yahoo.com

citizens in Madison did
almost three years ago?

hearts and good people in
the darkest comers who in
all their hard times still
know how to have fun.

ment positions and by
joining us next Monday
and Tuesday to he lp gain
s upport for higher education in the sta le legislature. Thank you. l lave a
great week!

exponent.uah.edu
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Mystic Stars
Weekly Horoscope
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1ribune Medill Seroices
(Week of March 5)

Aries (Marclt 21-April 20)
Image: "Stored in the attic, a box of old school books"
Message: Yesterday's lessons.
Work mates or daily companions may now need to publicly discuss recent events, policies or group projects. This
is an excellent time to establish a bond with close colleagues and review common interests. Some Aries natives may also be asked to solve a difficult calculation or
scheduling problem. If so, Aries, go slow: the next few
weeks may bring unexpected reversals and fast reassignments. After Thursday a past romantic attraction will be
revitalized: watch for subtle and seductive invitations.
Taurus (April 21-May 20)
Image: "At noon, Batman and Robin stuck in traffic"
Message: Contextual mistakes.
Daily routines may be disrupted early this week, Taurus: expect a colleague or close friend to
suddenly change their approach to ongoing projects or
duties. Key areas involved may be compiled information, research, financial paperwork or records. Some
Taureans, especially those born prior to 1954, may also
experience new money decisions or debts: go slow and
watch for hidden clauses. Later this week older relatives
or roommates may be moody and distant: expect minor
home tensions.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: " At midnight in the barn, a flock of squabbling

geese"
Message: Finding the pecking order.
Official duties, time schedules and project instructions
will now intensify. Over the next few days
expect team dynamics and social outlets to work in your
favor. For many Geminis this is a time when others will
offer highly creative ideas and worthwhile solutions. Be
op~istic, Gem, but also expect miscalculations or ongomg time restrictions. After Wednesday new messages
and quick decisions will change a key friendship: social
versus romantic priorities may require added di.scus.sion.
Cancer Oune 22-July 22)
Image: "Across a crowded, noisy room, flirting lovers"
Message: Holding the focus.
After a period of social disagreements and competing
jealousies, many Cancerians will now find stability in
key relationships. Before March 24th expect negative
social influences, misinformation or overly sensitive
friends to change their attitude. Ongoing criticism and
daily restrictions will now fade: watch for loved ones to
be expressive and passionate. After Thursday money
promises will change. For the next 3 weeks authorit}
figures will be cautious, Cancer: remain patient.
Leo Quly 23-August 22)
Image: "On a spring morning, fresh blueberries and
cream"
Message: Delicious moments.
Romance and long term friendship are accented this
week, Leo. Over the next few da}S many Leos will begin an intense period of emotional growth in close relationships. Long standing issues of romantic reluctance
or divided priorities will now slowly be solved, Leo:
expect loved ones to express a new awareness of freedom, seductive attraction and intimacy. Single Leos may
now experience powerful and potentially disruptive flirtations: be selective and watch for rare social complications.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
.
Image: "At the bottom of a mine shaft, a small white
dove"
M~sage: Nurturing the peace within.
.
Social comfort, romantic belonging and shared goals will
this week arrive in long term relationships, Virgo. Loved
ones will now rekindle their original feelings of attraction and romantic enjoyment: expect past memories and
old sentiments to soon create a deepening trust. Single
Virgos, over the next 2 weeks, can expect a slowly dev~loping sensuality in a new relationship. Be ~eptive,
Virgo, and explore fresh emotions: new commitments
will bring added confidence and renewed\ italitf
Libra (Sept-ember 23-0ctober 23)
Image ".\ matador enters the arena, crowd c~ring"
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m4e ixp11ttettf
Message: Confident moves.
Over the next few days, Libra, your practical wisdom
will offer solid rewards. Before mid-week watch for a
close colleague or friend to introduce new information,
social contacts or key proposals. All are positive, Libra,
and will soon lead to expanding optimism, fresh work.
options and renewed faith in long term career goals. After
Thursday romantic communications may be difficult:
give friends or lovers extra time to settle family or home
differences.
Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
Image: "In a darkly lit castle, mirrors and lingering
smoke"
Message: Silent tensions.
Dreams and emotional flashes will be a strong theme
this week, Scorp: late Tuesday a brief but
intense period of moody reflection arrives. For many
Scorpios contemplation and deep thought will now help
clarify their long term needs and beliefs concerning key
relationships. Romantic or social commitments may be
more involved than previously anticipated: before next
week take extra time for informed, appropriate decisions.
An emotionally demanding week, Scorp: stay focused.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Image: "At daybreak, an ice blue glacier glistening in
the sun"
Message: Refreshing dreams.
Early this week, Sage, your creativity and sensitivity are
extremely high. Over the next few days watch loved ones
closely for indications of change: many Sagittarians will
now greatly expand their emotional commitments, social promises or daily home activities. Some Sagittarians
will also experience improved work relations: fading
power struggles will be an important issue. After Friday
artistic and social insight are accented: enjoy sudden
flashes of awareness and fast invitations from friends.
Capricorn (December 22-Janua.iy 20)
Image: "At the equator, a tall ship sailing on calm seas"
Message: Exploring the truth.
Before mid-week, Cap, a brief but intense period of reflection and inward thought arrives. Key issues may involve recent social events or new changes to long term
relationships. For most Capricorns this period of contemplation will be the precursor to 2 to 3 days of quick

social changes or highly public emotional discussions.
After Thursday expect lovers or long term friends to initiate new home ideas or romantic proposals. Be expressive but sensitive, Cap: loved ones are now vulnerable.
Aquarius Qanuary 21-Februa.iy 19)
Image: "ln prehistoric times, a gathering of dinosaurs"
Message: Old patterns.
The past fights back this week, Aquarius: late Tuesday
watch for both lovers and close friends to
return to old ideals or re-introduce outdated concepts.
Some Aquarians may now experience minor conflicts
with loved ones concerning family issues, romantic decisions or yesterday's roles in close relationships. Don't
expect others to make emotion a I sense over the next few
days, Aquarius: frustration, lagging confidence or regret
may be a strong theme.
Pisces (February 20-Much 20)
Image: "Two ice skaters, moments before the music
starts"
•
Message: Waiting to move.
Let romantic partners or long term friends set the tone
this week, Pisces: before mid-week loved ones will
strongly benefit from publicly expressing their views or
helping plan group events. Expect others to now adopt
a more active and outspoken role in relationships: this is
a positive time for displays of social confidence and romantic love. Later this week a workplace setback may
be bothersome: watch for delayed records, misinformation and revised assignments to disrupt daily duties.
If your birthday is this week...social relationships will
dramatically change over the next 2 to 3 months: watch
for several fresh introductions or a new circle of friends
to arrive before the end of March. Many Pisceans will
now gain powerful business alliances or rare future career opportunities through new social contacts. After
mid-April family restrictions and misunderstandings
with older relatives wilJ temporarily fade: expect a 5 to 6
month period of approval and social acceptance from
previously cautious loved ones. Romantic commitments
will build slowly this year, Pisces: don't press for quick
or final decisions before mid to late September.
For private
consultation,
please
visit
www.mysticstars.net.
© TMS Campus, 2001

Campus Club ffi"re
Editor's Note: lqr 1.x:ponmf reserves tire right to edit n/1 submissionsfor content. Due to space requirements, plense
lri11if nm1011trce111e11fs to npproximntely 75 words. All sub111issio11s 111ust begive11 to Pnul lindgrm in the UC, room 104
or e111oiled to clubwire@yahoo.com 110 Inter f/10,1 110011 on 1i1esdoys. No submissions le.ft in the drop-box will be
printed. A1mo1111ce111e11ts nre preferred 011 disk. Am101111ce111e11ts with graphics will not be accepted.
Alpha Tau Omega
!Fellow Students, we would like to extend our enormous gratitude for you r support in the 1'1 Annual KappaTau Bash that was held February 23 at Jerry's Barna. You can bet that there will be similar events in the near
future. We'd also like to remind everyone about the Alpha Tau Omega Penny Drive that will be raising
money for charity. We know that student support will make our Penny Drive a smashing success as well.
Institute of Electrical and filectronics Engineers Student Branch at UAH
The IEEE is holding elections of new officers during a meeting on Tuesday, March 13 at 7 p.m. at Von Braun
Research Hall room M-50, to be followed by an event with a speaker from Verilink (www.verihnk.com) at
7:30 p.m. Door prizes: two $100 gift certificates from Best Buy ! Free pizzas, sandwiches, & refreshments!
Everyone welcome! Join at www.ieee.org/join. For more info, email ieee@eb.uah.edu.
National Society of Black Engineers
UAH Chapter of the ational Society of Black Engineers will hold the fifth general body meeting of the
bpring semester at 8:30 p.m. in the Administrative Science Building room 114 on March 12, 2001. Elections for
all Chapter Officers will be held. If you want SBE to do more or better play an active role come vote, then
come choose your new leaders. E-mail all questions and comments to NSBE@email-:uah.edu.
UAH Marketing Oub
The UAH Marketing Club will hold the Third Annual SK Scholarship Run on April 7 at 9:00 a.m. Entry fees
are S10 through March 24 and S15 afterwards. T-shirts will be awarded to all participants. For more information, contact Dr. Brent Wren at 824-6817.
Earth Action
Earth Action, the UAH campus environmental group, is meeting Friday, March 2 at 1:00 p.m. in room 133 of
the University Center. Ecofact: According to the Sierra Club, SUVs spew out 43°0 more global warming
pollution and 47°0 more air pollution than the average car.
Campus Crusade for Otriat
Campus Crusade for Christ - Thanks to all whom have been checking out the Crusade. God has definitely
been working on thIS campus. Crusade meets Monda) nights at 8:00 p.m. in Mom's Cafe in the UC. There
are also weekly bible studies scattered throughout the week and the UAH campus. Email
infocus@email.uah.edu for more information.
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Classifie s
HELP WANTED
Need reliable person with
references to care for 3
children 2:30-5:30 p .m.
MTThF in SE Huntsville.
Option of more hours in
summer. 882-2784.
Wanted college scholarship guru and application
preparer. Call 881-9637.

FOR SALE
Two 12 inch Fosgate
speakers for sale. Includes
box, 350-watt amp, and
wiring. Good condition.
$400 OBO. Call 824-6090
(Day) or 776-3602 (Night),
ask for Jennifer.
Oak Jewelry /Lingerie
Chest; paid $200; great

condition; $75 OBO; call
922-9309
Shotgun for sale, 12
gauge, Western Field
M5SOAL, SN# HO 506070,
automatic with w /ply
choke, case included,
never fired, excellent
hunting gun, $200. Contact Lee at 883-0324, days
and evenings.
1986 Nissan 300ZX GLL
ed. New Engine, New
Transmission $2500 firm.
Contact: 355-5076 between 7:30 to 5:30 4619528 after 6:30. Email:
briis@dsengineering.com.
Set of 4 American Racing
"Atlas" 15x8 inch aluminum wheels. Only 2 years
old. Will fit five lug GM

pickup. Paid $600 asking
$375. Call Nick @ 4640541. If no answer, leave
message.

LOST&FOUND
$20 REWARD-lost gold
Cross pen with Bowling
Green State University
seal. Sentimental value.
824-6098.

Read the
classifieds
online!
exponent.
uah.edu

Writers

ted!!
The Exponent
is now accepting applications for News,
Sports, Entertainment, and
Opinion writers! Come by
our office in
the UC,room
104formore
information.

Crossword 101
" Westward Ho ! "

By Ed Canty

1 Uke a soothsayer
5 Fern, e.g.
10 Window frame
14 Play parts
15 OennJa MIiier's
specialties
16 Sandusky's lake
17 Gather
18 Antelope roaming

spot

DOWN

1 Luke follower
2 Decorates the cake
3 Railroad precursor

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION
Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at 'fil~e ~xpnnent by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

ACROSS

20 NY Kn&cks home court
21 IL _ _ _: Mussolini
22 Revise
23 Musical piece
25Tempo
27 Hkkten supply
29 Hushes
33 Cancel mission
34 Attacked with spray
35 Lyric poem
36 Hilo barbecue
37 Military titles
38 Before bed or city
39 Keyboard button
40 Decompression sickness with the
<41 Financial obligations
42 Befits
44Gotup
45 Before time and office
46 College coach Crum
48 Concerning
51 Withered
52 Ugly old woman
55 O.K. Corral weapon
58 Destiny
59 Away from wind
60 Cognizant
61 Particle
62 Writes
63 _ _ _ up
64 Cobras

Meet Marge, proud owner of 97 vclvot Elvis
aintin s.

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
Classified ads in t!lqe '![xpnneuf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact 'filqe '![xpnueut, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact t!lqe '![xp.onent office by fax
at 824-6096, or by email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
4 aalrvoyance
5 Dignified
6 Knight's weapon

7 Pot starter
8 Highest degree
9 Half of an African Insect
10 Mariners
11 Thomas _, composer
12 Endorse
13 Pay attention to
19 Hurried
21 Sonny and Cher, e.g.
24 In one side and
out the other
25 Chooses
26 Brews
27 Hebrew leader
28 Mistreat
29 _ _ _ of time
30 Ten gallon holders
31 Revises
32 One of five
34 French impressionist
37 Makes llveller

By GFR Associates E-Mail : EDC9432@aol.com
MaJI: GFR. P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
'17r4 IIIIS'U1n'S r t"6 t:r0SSU)(Jn/pllZZU will bepri,,td m1UXI

-d'• USIII.

38 Gull cousin
40 1865 assassin
41 Hamlet, for one
43 Musical compositions
46 Lawnmower maker
47 Got It wrong
48 Qulck1y, qulck1y
49 Digestion aid
50 Bovines
51 Command for Rover
53 At the peak
54 Ruby and opal
56 Building wood
57 Have to repay
58 PIiot watchers

(!Jegdlmefor 1111c/llS$fieds lo bf' fumed m IS no luler !him 4 p.m. on tire
Mondlly before tire nl'xl paper IS scheduled lo bf' publislretf. All jrtt
clllSS!/il'fis will run for two u't!t'ks unless o/lrenulSI' specified.)

Answers lo 2-22-01 puzzle

SNLCOMICS

Quotable Quote
11

History Is the version of
past events that people have
decided to agree upon. 11
.. .Napolea.n
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